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‘Now any spiritual elevation must come through 

competent teachers cultivating the idea of Beauty 

in the young. That children have an innate love of 

Beauty is undeniable. Yet this is so little recog¬ 

nized that our best and most attentive teachers 

frequently exhibit surprise when they discover a 

greater aesthetic sensibility in their young pupils 

than in the mature intelligence of their own in¬ 

culcated minds; and they will even take credit for 

this acute observation. But, while the intellectual 

faculty is still dormant, spiritual things are to 

children as music is, which a child readily absorbs, 

without thought, although a full-grown man, if he 

has lacked that happy initiation, can scarcely by 

grammar come at the elements.’ 

From a broadcast lecture ‘Poetry by Robert Bridges 

given on February 28, 1929. 



AUTHOR’S NOTE TO THE NINTH EDITION 

A series of new illustrations have been added to this edition 

showing demonstration scripts written by a number of accom¬ 

plished writers in England, U.S.A. and Canada. These make a 

remarkable and valuable feature of this edition, for they give 

evidence of the international usefulness of italic handwriting, as 

well as of its various expressions of grace. The comments on 

handwriting in the examples add further to the value of the book. 

Most of the examples come from America and represent the 

rising attention now being given to the virtues of italic hand¬ 

writing in several States of the U.S.A. More control will have 

been used by the contributors than would be appropriate for 

scribbled notes which would stress individuality rather than 

style and legibility, and therefore would not fit the educational 

purpose of this book. This is not to say that the italic hand 

restricts casual usage, such as in making hasty memoranda, 

shopping lists, and other ephemera, for it is an all-purposes style. 

An interesting circumstance which has arisen of late is that 

versions of my simple italic alphabet of Figure 40 have been 

published in the U.S.A., Sweden and East Germany. The 

simplicity of this alphabet and the fact that it can be easily 

developed into fluent writing, entitles it as worthy of study 

by educational authorities concerned with the teaching of the 

young. 

ALFRED FAIRBANK 

February 1974 
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INTRODUCTION 

Handwriting is a functional thing, intended for communicating 

and recording thought. It is to be read, and therefore legibility is 

an essential virtue. By also expressing personality it has a value 

that is appreciated by everybody: indeed there are some who seem 

to regard legibility as less important than the mark of individuality 

that handwriting bears. We may look for more in handwriting, 

however, for though it certainly should be legible and inimitable, 

it may also have the quality of the craftsman’s work. How excel¬ 

lent that handwriting can provide an outlet for skill and aesthetic 

feeling, particularly where the ability to draw is lacking. How 

worth-while when handwriting interests the writer and pleases 

the reader. How satisfying when something ordinary and com¬ 

monplace is raised towards the beautiful. Just as speech can be a 

delightful vehicle of words and thoughts, so too can handwriting; 

and so language is served. 

The italic hand, with which this book is concerned, is one equally 

suitable for use by the young child at school and by the adult. The 

child needs a simple but practical and interesting system, whilst 

the reforming adult who is discontented with what his writing has 

become, and wishes for relief from the boredom of scribble, asks 

for a script that has grace as well as legibility and speed. So vital is 

the italic script that a Society for Italic Handwriting has been 

formed with an international membership. 

Handwriting when considered as an art is calligraphy. Calli- 

graphical principles and methods are put forward herein which, if 

applied, will produce a beautiful script that is also legible and cap¬ 

able of meeting,the stresses of speed. Beauty is not a decorative 

external element which can be added to a script and thus transform 

it, so that it can then be called calligraphy. 

Writing is performed by movements: it is a dance of the pen. 

When looking at handwriting we do not see the motions of the 
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pen, but the trail of ink laid by the pen when it was in contact 

with paper. Yet a handwriting model which ignored the kind of 

motions involved in writing would be a poor guide. The line and 

shape of italic is an expression of movement. 

The purpose of this book is to give instruction to the adult who 

is bent on reforming his handwriting or who is a teacher of child¬ 

ren. It is assumed the teacher is generally in both these categories 

and will wish to write in the style he or she teaches. The best 

teacher of handwriting is obviously something of a penman him¬ 

self, who knows what good writing is and how to write well. This 

is perhaps a hard saying, yet young children, being imitative, may 

be as much impressed by the movements they see when a teacher 

writes on a blackboard as by a static timeless exemplar written by 

a calligrapher unknown to them. Mrs Margaret Darrell has re¬ 

marked: ‘Good copybooks provide good models but, with 

children, good models do not necessarily provide good writers— 

good teachers are the link.’ 

In addition to teachers and amateurs there are those who are 

interested professionally in the design of lettering: namely, calli¬ 

graphers, typographers, commercial artists, signwriters, etc. To 

these a knowledge of the italic letter and the principles governing 

its form and design are obviously desirable. Because italic lends 

itself to variety so much more than the Roman letter, the study of 

italic by letterers and printers is therefore of importance. 

Although this manual was originally intended to do no more 

than put forward a system of handwriting for ordinary usage, the 

grace of italic has drawn attention to the possibilities and potential 

value of the set italic script for use for formal purposes and also as 

a special hand for those occasions when there is a desire to make 

and to please and when speed of execution is not a factor (cf. 

Plates 39 and 40). Edward Johnston once said to his pupils: ‘When 

a thing is different it is not the same!’ A set italic is not a ‘precious’ 

free italic: it is not the same. Normally, of course, the writer will 
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Introduction 

want to move away from the set italic towards freedom and 

speed. 

The instruction given here is in the writing of a careful copy¬ 

book hand in the italic style of the author’s model. A model, of 

course, is not an indication of what the developed hand should 

resemble, for exemplars are written slowly and with precision, so 

as to make teaching clear and to indicate the desirable movements, 

and they need at first to be copied slowly. Models are better if 

they are pure calligraphy and do not show expressions of per¬ 

sonality. The idiosyncrasies of the writing-master need to be 

weeded since they serve no purpose. In point of fact, an exemplar 

should be exemplary (as far as possible!). Freedom and speed 

which come with practice after the initial study of the model 

naturally modify the script. In a sense, a model is but a guide to 

the beginning of an unknown personal journey, the directions one 

takes later being a matter of private inclination. In seeking direc¬ 

tion, self-tuition and self-criticism are most valuable. The Renais¬ 

sance scripts and models often have a quahty greater than we have 

attained but which we should aim to secure. Reference to them as 

well as to the author’s model is advised. 

The model offered, therefore, is a set version of italic hand¬ 

writing in which are incorporated common characteristics of the 

humanistic cursives of the Renaissance and favours narrow curving 

bends rather than pointed angles. There are numerous versions 

of italic handwriting of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, 

but the model is not derived from any one source, though it is 

held to be essentially true italic. This manual was first published 

in 1932 and since then the system has been tried out sufficiently 

both by schools and by adults to be put forward with confi¬ 

dence. (The author has given lessons to quite 1,000 adults.) 

The common criticisms encountered are that the script is neces¬ 

sarily slow, and tends to preciousness and to the elimination of 

individuality. These criticisms, backed by insufficient knowledge, 
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are certainly not accepted, and, in fact, are denied, but even if 

they were sound, nobody questions the high standard of legibility 

in reformed italic hands. The faster one writes the more individual 

is the writing. A child who is found to be writing itahc too slowly 

is probably trying too hard. In the handwriting lessons pains¬ 

taking practice is right, but away from them freedom must offset 

discipline. Discipline gives skill and freedom gives speed. 

The sort of pen recommended for italic handwriting is one 

which makes thicks and thins naturally, has little flexibility, and 

is easy-running. 

Speed in handwriting is achieved by personal ability, but there 

are many economies which can be effected and which are included 

in the model. 

Rhythm, an essential to speed (though often hurtful to legi¬ 

bility), is inherent in many of the letters of the alphabet, and pat¬ 

tern comes simply and delightfully. There seems no end to the 

possible calligraphical graces of itahc. 

To write well one must wish to do so; and this points to the 

importance of teachers showing by their attitude a regard for this 

worth-while activity. Some teachers have remarked upon the 

improved morale of a class when handwriting has been taught with 

understanding. As the act of writing legibly imposes control and 

self-discipline it is not surprising that there should be some over¬ 

lap. Also it has been noted that children brought to appreciate 

their lessons in penmanship often show an increased interest in 

other school subjects. 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF ITALIC 

When Florentine scholars, early in that period we know as the 

Italian Renaissance, began to search for the forgotten classic 

authors, they found manuscripts written in the carolingian (or 

Caroline) minuscules of earlier centuries. The clear rounded letters 
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appealed to the humanists and they adopted versions of it for their 

own use. By difference in the usage of the revived Caroline script 

it became, on the one hand, the very legible, noble, and serene 

Roman letter of developed structure and formality, whilst on the 

other it grew into the fluent, elegant, and spirited italic, executed 

with a precision ranging from a copy-book standard to complete 

informality. 

The invention of the Roman hand has been credited to Poggio 

Bracciolini and the italic hand to Niccolo Niccoli by Professor 

B. L. Ullman. 

The humanistic cursives of the fifteenth century were at times 

rounded, in the style of the Caroline script, but later became 

narrower. The narrower letter was at first curvilinear but later 

sometimes pointed. Eventually the italic hand developed into 

the copperplate hand. 

The qualities of clarity, speed, and grace of the italic hand were 

recognized in the Papal Chancery, where in the fifteenth century 

it began to be used for writing papal briefs. It became a hand of 

the courts, and letters to Henry VIII from France, Spain, Germany, 

Poland, etc., show that at that time the script was widely adopted 

abroad. Henry’s children, Edward VI and Elizabeth, were taught 

the itahc hand by Roger Ascham, himself a fine penman. Un¬ 

doubtedly of the cursive hands there is none in Western history 

to equal the finest Renaissance examples, and this is generally 

recognized by calligraphers and typographers. 

The first printed writing book to teach italic was printed in 

Rome in 1522 and was La Operina by Ludovico degli Arrighi 

(Vicentino), and the instruction was entirely given over to writ¬ 

ing letter a cancellarescha (Fig. 36). This was followed by Arrighi’s 

II Modo (Venice, 1523) and showed liter a da brevi and other 

scripts and alphabets (Plate 9). In England the first printed writing 

manual, A Booke Containing Divers Sortes of Hands by Jean de 

Beauchesne and John Baildon (London, 1571), gave an example 
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of the Italique hande (Plate 19). There are many of the early writing 

manuals with exemplars printed from precisely engraved wood 

blocks preserved in our national libraries, of which those of 

Ludovico Arrighi, G. A. Tagliente, Gerard Mercator, G. P. 

Palatino, Casper Neff, Vespasiano Amphiareo, Juan de Yciar, 

G. F. Cresci, Francisco Lucas and Jean de Bcauchesne are notable 

for their models of italic. In 1501 Aldus Manutius Romanus pub¬ 

lished in Venice the first of his famous series of classics printed 

throughout in a type which came to be named italic and the 

success of this venture in cheap production consolidated the posi¬ 

tion of the letter. Later, Arrighi also designed fine italic types that 

were used in their own right: i.e. without association with Roman. 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
'Monotype' Blado 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxy^ 
'Monotype' Arrighi 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
'Monotype' Lutetia 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
‘Monotype’ Bembo 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
‘Monotype’ Narrow Bembo 

FIG. I 

Lower case italic alphabets used in book printing 

Italic in printing, though not enjoying today the popularity it 

had in the early years of the sixteenth century when it was often 

used without association with Roman, is seen often enough to be 

perfectly legible. Its present employment by the printer is as a type 
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supplementary to Roman for the purposes of differentiation or 

emphasis; that is, for prefaces, quotations, titles, foreign words, 

words to be stressed, etc., and the printer’s slanting compressed 

letter certainly provides a contrast. Sometimes it is used for the 

printing of poetry because, though quite legible, it cannot be read 

with so much ease as Roman, and the slower pace of reading is 

appropriate to the less quickly apprehended verse. When the 

printer of a book has to print a letter to a correspondent he fre¬ 

quently uses italic, which tends to evoke the idea of handwriting. 

The slope of the italic types has often been excessive and this is 

excused by their contrasting function. The reader will note the 

slant of the sixteenth-century itahc hands shown in this book is 

slight (cf. p. 53). 

CHARACTERISTICS OF ITALIC 

The primary and essential difference between italic and Roman 

hands of the Renaissance is not that italic is compressed and 

sloped, as in modern type, but that itahc has developed through 

speed and is shaped by the greater tempo of execution. One effect 

of speed in handwriting can be indicated in illustration: there is 

time enough for the professional calligrapher writing a formal 

hand or for an infant writing print-script to make an m with 

three (or more) strokes, but in more current writing there may 

not be time available to allow the pen to leave the paper, and so 

the m may be written with a continuous stroke. At once, as a 

m„m rm 
FIG. 2 

result of the economy of strokes imposed by speed, the arches ot 

the letter springing from a different point (from high up the stem 
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or arch in Roman and from the very base in italic) tend to change 

in form, and a differently shaped letter results. 

The common features of the sixteenth-century cursive italic 

letter are: its relationship to Roman, freedom through speed, 

tendency to narrowness, slight slope to the right, simply executed 

serif or flourish, and sharp contrast of thick and thin strokes. But 

in a letter allowing a vast range of degrees of freedom and fluency, 

and evolved at a time when individuality in handwriting was 

finding full expression, it is not surprising that search produces 

many instances where freedom is restricted, or compression slight, 

or letters are upright, or a blunt pen has reduced natural gradation 

and contrast in thickness of strokes. 

For the purposes of this manual it is of the first importance 

that italic is so formed that most letters may be joined readily by 

natural ligatures. 

The elongation in the italic hands of the parts of letters going 

above or below the bodies, as in d and p (known respectively as 

‘ascenders’ and ‘descenders’), is a normal visual effect of lateral 

compression. A further corollary of the use of narrowed letters 

is that lines are well spaced; and in the ample spaces between the 

lines the ascenders and descenders, often flourished, present a 

pleasing contrast to the close patterning of the bodies of the letters 

and add a secondary pattern. 

LEGIBILITY 

Legibility is obviously the first essential virtue of handwriting. 

By legibility one generally means the clarity or readableness of 

print or script. Robert Bridges wrote in S.P.E. Tract No. XXIII 

(‘English Handwriting’) that ‘True legibility consists in the certainty 

of deciphering and that depends not on what any one reader may 

be accustomed to, nor even on the use of customary forms, but 

rather on the consistent and accurate formation of the letters. For 

instance, it is a common fault even with good writers to write n 
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and u exactly alike: a writer with this habit is so far illegible . . . 

the only qualification of this definition of true legibility is that 

social convenience has a full claim to respect, and the shapes of 

the letters should (for the sake of general legibility) conform suf¬ 

ficiently to accepted use; because, though this is a point of good 

manners rather than of good writing, it must be allowed as a 

factor of common practical legibility.’ 

To form letters as much alike as n and u or r and v with adequate 

precision, even when the pen is moving quickly, calls for skill. 

Practice makes perfect, but a careful attitude is also required. 

There is a considerable range of legibility from (say) the excel¬ 

lence of the Roman text of this book (Monotype Aldine Bembo) 

to the hand which is difficult but possible to read; and indeed 

within this range there is a wide difference between a good hand¬ 

writing and a base scribble. Since legibility depends so much upon 

what we are used to reading, it follows that I can read my own 

scribble with an ease others are unlikely to match. Robert Bridges 

remarked ‘that those who are accustomed to bad writing find 

good writing difficult to read’. No careful and scientific measure 

of clarity therefore can be found and the only criterion can be 

certainty of deciphering. 

For an alphabet which needs to have the quality of readableness 

the designer must make letters of simple, distinctive, and pro¬ 

portioned form; i.e., the letters must have no unnecessary parts, 

must not be the cause of confusion, and must not show exaggera¬ 

tion or dwarfing. The letter must have family likeness, be co¬ 

ordinated, be capable of harmonious and patterned spacing, and 

be of good shape. Nor should it be forgotten that the tops of 

letters have greater importance to the eye than the bottoms (see 

Fig- 3). 
llllllllll 

FIG. 3 
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The movements that come most easily to the individual may 

not accord with those required by our alphabet and thus freedom 

may aid speed but control aids legibility. 

BEAUTY 

If legibility is difficult to assess in its varying conditions, how much 

more so is beauty. What is a good shape, a pure form, or a fine 

proportion? What is a good rhythmic flow, a graceful curvature, 

a harmony of patterning? Perhaps the answers to such awkward 

questions are best given obliquely; taste may be developed by 

acquaintanceship with the finest examples of handwriting, and 

beauty may be found as a by-product of right methods of pen¬ 

manship. 

A handwriting which has abstract beauty is not necessarily 

legible, for there is beautiful bad writing: a writing perhaps having 

a melodic flow and a quality of line and pattern but which is too 

undisciplined, too little related to traditional alphabets, or too free, 

to allow words to be read without difficulty. 

In our appreciation of cursive calligraphy we may note the 

quality of paper and ink, the sensitive touch, the fine shapes and 

good proportions of letters, the graceful and firm curvature given 

by the flying pen, the adjustments of letters to make patterned 

words, and the arrangement of lines and margins on the sheet. 

There is also that expression of personality which emerges to our 

satisfaction in all handwriting. This, however, is not always a 

fortunate feature, but it is one we want, and indeed is inevitable, 

in italic as in any other system of cursive writing. 

UNITY 

In examining the finest examples of handwriting we know, one is 

impressed by a sense of unity (which includes orderliness, har¬ 

mony, homogeneity, and neatness, and implies that the whole is 
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made up of related parts). It is of some importance therefore to 

know that unity can be secured by: 

(a) using a pen that gives consistent incidence of thickness, thin¬ 

ness, and gradation of strokes, when held in a consistent 

manner, 

(b) a consistent pen-position, 

(c) making letters proportionate to each other and by avoiding 

exaggeration or dwarfing of individual letters or parts of 

letters, 

(d) maintaining consistent size and slope, 

(e) making letters that mix well with each other: i.e. that have 

family relationship and likeness and the same fundamental 

rhythm, 

(f) giving letters the appearance of being equally spaced in the 

words, 

(g) using suitable joins, 

(h) writing rhythmically and with fluency, and 

(ij good alignment. 

The writing of a good hand can be thought of as an exercise in the 

achievement of unity. 

SPEED AND EXPEDIENCE 

Many factors governing a speedy performance in handwriting are 

personal, for example, age, health, energy, mental ability, the 

hand, experience in writing, pace and precision attempted, pres¬ 

sures exerted by fingers and hand, size of writing, etc. There are 

also economies of movement and effort which can be arranged to 

help speed, such as simple, fluent, and rhythmic letter-forms, short 

joins, suitable pen lifts, easy-running pens comfortably held, etc. 

In designing the exemplar hand of this manual much considera¬ 

tion has been given to the avoidance of unnecessary effort, and 

labour-saving devices are incorporated. 

Expedience relates to suitability, feasibility, and economy, as 
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well as speed. It is not sensible for a child to be expected to write 

in a manner not suited to his age and development, nor for an 

adult to write his correspondence slowly and laboriously—unless 

he wishes to produce a result that can only come from the exercise 

of great care. If handwriting is to be thought of as a craft (‘every- 

man’s craft’) then it is a practical matter. The young child who 

can only write slowly must be given, however, a model which is 

a preparation for the time when he will need to write quickly. 

This implies that a child should begin as it is intended he should 

go on. 

FREEDOM AND CONTROL 

Legibility is secured only by some self-discipline and control. The 

cursive hand of the adult should be one acquired by years of con¬ 

tinuous skilful experience and good habits extending back to child¬ 

hood. Even so when an adult writes he must keep ‘half an eye’ on 

the trail of ink proceeding from his pen and so he is never com¬ 

pletely free from ‘writing-consciousness’. The ultimate aim is to 

write quickly and almost automatically and without undue thought 

of the shapes of letters, but with the intention of writing well. The 

fingers should know the shapes of letters, for conscious thought 

would have to be very fast to control every movement. That is, 

the aim should be to attend to the end and not the means. Those 

adults, however, who adopt the italic hand either because they are 

teachers or because they seek pleasure in the act of writing, will 

attend to the means as well as the end, since they will be acquiring 

new skills. Some adults will not mind either the brake put upon 

speed by learning new writing-habits or a loss of freedom, for they 

will enjoy the compensation of the attractive interest to be found 

in italic writing. Certain adults have confessed that in reforming 

their handwriting the initial slowing down of speed caused by the 

change in style has improved their English, for they have had more 

time to choose their words; a second compensation. 
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Freedom and Control 

Control does not imply the writing of a laboured hand that 

smacks of drawing and excessive precision but rather the attitude 

of mind that shows determination to write clearly and with grace 

as well as pace. There are those who prefer so much freedom that 

legibility is inevitably reduced. They argue that expression of 

personality has value even when it involves some lack of clarity. 

Against this plea for expression before function is the more 

logical one that personality cannot fail to be expressed in good 

writing as well as in bad if less obtrusively. 

Every mature writer reconciles his freedom and control and 

decides, if subconsciously, on each occasion, as pen touches paper, 

how much discipline is to be coupled with how much freedom. 

More discipline, perhaps, in addressing an envelope, less in the 

drafting of a letter not to be seen by a second person. The child 

at a junior school will use much discipline. The adolescent will 

write with as much speed as he can muster when taking notes and 

so often in the scramble he must sacrifice clarity and grace. At this 

stage, periods of careful practice can offset the effects of urgency 

and dash, and they may be used for the making of manuscript 

books, with or without decoration and illustration (cf. page 89). 

In the italic hand there is the possibility of writing slowly and 

with great precision in letter formation to gain a most excellent 

set script or of writing quickly with rhythmical fluency and free 

grace. 

PRINT-SCRIPT 

Print-script (sometimes called ‘ball and stick ) is a simplified ver¬ 

sion of the Roman letter. It was introduced into schools following 

a lecture by the late Edward Johnston to L.C.C. teachers in 1913 

when, in making suggestions as to an ideal course of teaching hand¬ 

writing, he showed amongst his alphabets one which later was 

adapted for school use. Johnston regarded print-script as rather 

formless skeletons of Roman lower-case letters and did not wish 
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it to be thought he was directly responsible for the form of print- 

script characters. Print-script is held by teachers of infants, who 

are doubtless appreciative ofits simple character, to be of assistance 

in teaching both reading and writing, since one alphabet serves 

the two purposes. It has two shortcomings: there is nothing about 

it that gives a hint of development into a running hand and it has 

circular instead of elliptical movements (cf. p. 82). 

PENMANSHIP, PENS, AND PEN-STROKES 

Handwriting is a handicraft. Penmanship implies skill in the use of 

a tool. Consideration must be given then to the characteristics of 

the pen and how to use this tool in a skilful way. 

On trying a new sort of pen, the user, alert to the appearance of 

evidence of suitability or unfitness, will notice the feeling of ease 

or restraint transmitted to the hand by the friction of the pen mov¬ 

ing over the paper, and also, probably, how thick are the strokes 

made and how freely the ink runs. But there is another matter that' 

should have primary consideration: how is gradation of thickness 

of stroke (that is, shading ) made by the pen? Some pens such as 

the stylographic, blunted, or ball-pointed pens, 

produce no variation in the thickness of stroke, 

and against these pens it may be said that the 

stroke of uniform thickness robs writing of a 

crispness and vitality that pleases the eye, and that 

shading is a quality not to be renounced. 

Shading can be produced by varying pressure of pen on paper, 

or by changing direction of stroke, according to whether the pen 

falls in the category of the ‘pointed pen’ (Fig. 4a), or of the pen 

often called the ‘broad’ pen (Fig. 4h). 

(The broad pen is a pen with an edge instead of a point; and 

as the edge is not necessarily broad, a better description may be 

the ‘edged’ pen.) 

The pointed pen is flexible so that pressure may be used to cause 
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shading. Pressure, however, cannot be regulated in fast writing; 

and scratchy strokes and haphazard shading do not make for quiet 

beauty. The flexible pointed pen is regarded therefore as unsuit¬ 

able for italic writing, and will be considered further only in rela¬ 

tion to the ‘pen-direction’ appropriate to its use (‘pen-direction 

refers to the position of the pen in the hand in relation to the body: 

for example, whether the pen-shaft points towards the shoulder, 

or away from it: the angle of the pen-shaft to the horizontal plane 

may be conditioned by the angle of the slope of the desk and other 

factors, and that sort of‘pen-inclination’ is not intended). 

The stiff-edged pen (Fig. 4b) if used without pressure or altera¬ 

tion of pen-direction and with the full width of its edge on the 

paper will make a stroke of equal thickness so long as its course is 

* not deflected. The thinnest stroke it produces 

/ z' 7 v:-\ wiH be at right-angles to the thickest. Grada- 

\/ \ tion from thin to thick or thick to thin will 

FIG- 5 have mathematical regularity (Fig. 5). 

The angle of the pen’s edge to the horizontal writing line is the 

angle of the thinnest line, and may be called the ‘pen-angle’. 

Edged pens differ considerably, not only in the width of the 

edge, but also in the angle of the pen’s edge to the slit (Fig. 6). 

fig. 6 

Looking down on the pens 

With a similar pen-direction, but using pens with pen-edges of 

the three sorts shown in Fig. 6, it would be found that the thinnest 

or the thickest lines (at right-angles to each other) made naturally 

by the pen would run in different directions (Fig. 7). 

Conversely, if the direction of the thinnest or the thickest strokes 
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(Note that the arrows run ni the same direction) 

fig. 7 

was made the same by each of the three sorts of pen, the pen-direc¬ 

tion would vary (Fig. 8). 

(Note that the arrows run in different directions) 

fig. 8 

Pen-direction must be adjusted correctly to the appropriate pen. 

This adjustment is considered to be effected by the use of a pen 

‘square-edged’, or as some pen manufacturers curiously describe 

it square-pointed , as in Fig. 4h, held so that the pen-shaftis pointed 

away from the right shoulder in the direction of the right forearm 

(but ascending), whilst the elbow is held lightly and naturally 

away from the side of the body. A more precise demonstration of 

the pen-direction is to hold the pen so, with its edge at about 

45° to the writing line of the paper (Figs. 7b and 8b). The paper 

should be squarely placed before the demonstrator but slightly to 

the right of the centre of the body, and the writing lines should be 

parallel with the edge of the desk. If a child, seated at his desk but 

without a pen in hand, placed the fingers of the right hand natur¬ 

ally and easily upon the fingers of the left hand, the left hand being 

upon the desk and the palms prone, the right forearm would 

probably be found to be in the direction to give the pen-angle 

(cf. Plate 1). 

A pen-angle of 450 disposes of thicks and thins in a most con¬ 

venient way; i.e. it gives sufficient breadth to a letter without pro¬ 

ducing a sprawling hand, and the horizontal strokes and down- 

strokes have about equal thickness. In the italic hand, the thickest 

stroke naturally produced by a pen (see Fig. 5) is not much in 
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evidence. The importance of the pen-angle being not less than 

450 is stressed. A check on whether one is writing with a pen- 

angle of 450 is to make a cross so: ^. The vertical and the 

horizontal strokes should be equally thick. 

HYGIENE 

Such a pen-direction as that advised, and the symmetrical and 

balanced posture that should go with it, will make for ease and 

health. There will be no strong invitation to the child when writ¬ 

ing to curve his spine sideways, or turn his body, or bend his 

head over, as he would be likely to do if his pen pointed to his 

shoulder. 

Every attention should be given to posture so that it is natural, 

healthy, confident, comely, and comfortable. The child should sit 

erect, with level shoulders parallel to the desk. His feet should be 

placed firmly in front of him on the floor or foot-rest. Both fore¬ 

arms should rest lightly on the desk to within a short distance of 

the elbows, one forearm being balanced by the other. The chest 

should not press against the desk. The body should not be curved 

nor turned, nor the head bent over sideways, nor inclined unduly 

forward. 

When in individual cases it is necessary to have more support 

by placing both elbows on the desk, the forearms must still be in 

balanced positions. If the right elbow is held too far from the 

body, as by placing it well on the desk, the pen-angle will be 

greater than 450 and there may be a tendency to write with a back¬ 

ward slope. Some correction would be given by the use of a pen 

as shown in Fig. 6c, but if such an oblique-edged pen is used, the 

pen-shaft should still be pointed in the direction of the right fore¬ 

arm. 

Undue bending forward may cause eyestrain, shallow breath¬ 

ing, poor circulation, indigestion, and fatigue. A child can bend 

over a sloped desk less than a flat one, and therefore a slope, if 
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only slight, is desirable on the grounds of health. The professional 

calligrapher works at a slope of say 450, sitting up comfortably and 

seeing his work truly. The steep slope allows the direction of his 

sight to be at right angles to the writing-surface without his bend¬ 

ing forward. To recommend the steep slope for school-children, 

however, is counsel of perfection, for there arc difficulties arising 

from expense, convenience, and the conditions under which 

school- and home-work is done. Accordingly it is necessary to 

consider the child as seated at a flat desk. 

The practice of slanting the paper may be good for writing 

very sloped hands, but it is not required for the models and the 

posture taught in this book. In order to preserve the pen angle 

of 450 to the writing line, either the elbow would be forced further 

from the body, or a different pen would be necessary, namely a 

pen having an obhque edge (Fig. 6a). 

The writer has been advised by an ophthalmic surgeon of his 

acquaintance that a child’s eyes should be from 12 to 14 inches 

from the writing, for although a child of 8 with normal eyes can 

see to read or write without strain at 6 niches, the accommodating 

power of his eyes diminishes as he grows older, and then close 

reading is a strain. In any case he needs to keep some of this power 

in reserve. For these reasons alone the child should not be allowed 

to acquire a habit of close application, or, if a habit has been 

established, attempts should be made to remedy it. A child’s sight 

will be protected further if he is not required to read or write in 

a half-light, nor for longer than 25 minutes on end, if always he 

is placed with the hght coming over his left shoulder so that the 

shadow of the pen is avoided, and if he writes on unglazed paper. 

Avoidance of strain will be helped also if one eye is not nearer to 

the writing chan the other and if the writing is not foreshortened. 

That is to say the child’s eye as nearly as possible should be level, 

and parallel to the writing hne, with the direction of his sight at 

right-angles to the word being written. 
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The left hand of the child should hold the sheet or exercise book 

in position and raise the paper when each line is completed. If, 

where lines are long, the paper is moved to the left at least once 

after each line is begun, the poise of the head will be less disturbed. 

Exercise books are usually 8 by 6\ inches. For writing the com¬ 

pressed hands of this book quite half an inch could be spared from 

the width of the book, or wide side margins allowed, and the 

shorter line left for writing will tend to take the right hand less 

far from the centre of the body. As the writing proceeds, the right 

forearm, which is oblique in relation to the body and to the edge 

of the desk, should travel a parallel course: that is, it should main¬ 

tain continuously the same angle to body and desk. The right hand 

should not swing round, with the elbow as pivot: rather the 

shoulder should be the pivot and the whole forearm move out¬ 

wards. 

PEN-HOLD . 

Variations in the structure of hands and arms deter from making 

hard-and-fast rules as to the ‘pen-hold’ (as distinct from pen- 

direction). The modern orthodox pen-hold is to have the pen 

between the thumb and first finger, and to hold it in place by the 

tip of the thumb at the side of the pen, the tip of the first finger 

above, and the top of the second finger bent at an angle to the 

pen-shaft and supporting the pen by its side. The third finger is 

against the second, and the fourth (little finger) against the third. 

The four fingers are held together: that is a condition that suggests 

restriction, since the two fingers which are directing the pen are 

not free and away from the others, which are giving purchase. 

In the writing book of Urban Wyss (Zurich, 1549)1 two illus¬ 

trations of good pen-holdings are given, and in one it is clear that 

the pen is held by two fingers and thumb, but the third and little 

fmgers are bent well in towards the wrist, and the little finger and 

the side of the hand are upon the desk. Such a pen-hold would 
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allow much freedom of movement of the pen, and has in its favour 

that it is the hold which was employed by that calligraphic genius, 

the late Edward Johnston. The other illustration given by Wyss 

shows the pen held by the thumb and first finger only, no other 

finger being in actual contact with the pen. The pen lies along the 

first finger, the second finger is half bent and the third and fourth 

fingers again doubled in towards the palm (Fig. 9). 

fig. 9 

From Libellus valde doctus by Urban Wyss. Zurich, 1549 

The author’s own pen-hold, which is an uncommon one and 

not put forward as having value to others, is like the orthodox one 

except that only one finger is in actual contact with the pen. 

The pen-hold should be comfortable and-unrestrictive, with the 

first finger not too near nor too far from the pen’s edge. Perhaps 

the most valuable advice on the pen-hold is negative: the first 
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FIG. 10 

A page of Arrighi’s manual translated by Miss Anna Hornby and written 

by her with her left hand 
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finger certainly should not be bent at right angles, but this state¬ 

ment must be qualified by saying that the fault must be expected 

in the young child. A mediaeval scribe wrote: ‘ Three fingers write, 

and the whole body is in travail’. That is true particularly of the young 

child, often writing with tightly gripped pen and, perhaps, with 

protruding tongue. The pen should not he low in the hollow be¬ 

tween first finger and thumb, for the flow of ink will be lessened 

by the lowered elevation of the pen, and this grasp and position 

also tends to increase fmger-movements and lessen hand- 

movements. 

LEFT-HANDED WRITERS 

A happy circumstance for the left-handed is that although our 

written alphabets have been developed by right-handed 

penmen, the italic hand can be and is successfully written 

by the left-hander. The upstroke rising at about 450 can 

be made a hairline stroke with little friction if the nib is 

sharply oblique (Fig. 11). The writing paper may be 

canted so that the left side is higher than the right. The left elbow 

is kept to the side of the body. 

HAND-MOVEMENTS, PRESSURE, AND TOUCH 

Holding the pen with the pen-direction already indicated, and rais¬ 

ing it a little from the paper, it will be noticed that when the fingers 

and thumb are contracted, as in making a downstroke, and then 

extended, in the to-and-fro movements of the pen’s edge the pen 

rises and falls but little. That is, the easy movements of the fingers 

and thumb give direction to the pen, but they would cause very 

slight ‘writing-pressure’ if the pen were in contact with the paper. 

If, however, the pen-shaft were pointing to the right shoulder, the 

elbow close to the side and the palm of the hand turned over to¬ 

wards the desk, the bending of the first two fingers and thumb 
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would cause the pen’s edge to be elevated or lowered, to be directed 

and pressed or released. There would be an up-and-down move¬ 

ment, as well as a to-and-fro movement. The pen’s edge would 

approach the paper and recede from it. For this reason the pliable 

pointed pen generally is rightly taught to be held with the pen- 

shaft pointing to the shoulder in order to gain shading by pressure 

from the bending of the fingers, as in Civil Service or copperplate 

hands: a bad posture fit for the use of a bad pen. 

Sometimes the edged pen is too flexible; and also is employed 

with the pen-direction appropriate to writing with pressure. 

The italic script depends upon the pen producing the thicks, 

thins, and gradations. 

Whilst the square-edged pen should be used without a con¬ 

sciously controlled regulation of pressure to effect gradation of 

stroke (shading), generally there will be some degree of pressure 

of the pen on paper (writing-pressure). Fatigue is reduced by 

rhythmical alternation of contraction and relaxation of muscles. 

Close the hand tightly and it soon tires, but continually open and 

close it and very much less fatigue is felt. So it is expected in the 

case of the older child and the mature penman that in holding the 

square-edged pen with the pen direction away from the shoulder 

there will be but slight rhythmical alternation of writing-pressure 

and relaxation, and much greater pressure elsewhere, either of two 

fingers and thumb (‘grip-pressure’) or of little finger and/or of 

wrist on paper. The late Edward Johnston barely gripped the pen: 

his grip was so light, as a rule, that it was perfectly easy to slide 

the shaft in and out of the triangle of fingers and thumb. He con¬ 

sidered this light grip enabled him to feel to some degree whether 

the nib’s edge was in true contact with the writing-surface. Edward 

Johnston, however, pressed his hand firmly upon the desk. The 

grip-pressure of the orthodox holding would not be so light. 

The young child writing with considerable grip-pressure will 

doubtless also write with corresponding heavy writing-pressure. 
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Writing by Anne Giddings. Aged 14. Devizes Grammar School 
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Writing by John Howells. Aged 14. Devizes Grammar School 
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Writing-pressure was stated by the late Robert Saudek, a scien¬ 
tific graphologist, to be ‘so absolutely bound up with, and typical 

of, the personality of the writer that far-reaching psychological 

conclusions could be drawn from it’. The only case he had come 

across, ‘out of tens of thousands, where two persons had the same 

writing-pressure was that of a pair of identical conjoint twins who 

lived on the same blood stream’. In the face of such a statement 

the only advice about touch that can be offered is that it is desir¬ 

able it should be light. Some of the movements of writing involve 

pushing the pen against its edge, and though a turning movement 

immediately reduces the resistance, a light touch will also ease the 

motion. 

RECOMMENDED PENS 

Pens fall roughly into three categories: 

(a) those that are pointed and make thicks and thins and grada¬ 

tions by pressure and release of pressure, 

(<b) those that have an edge and make thicks, thins and grada¬ 

tions by a change in direction of the movement of the stroke 

rather than by pressure, and 

(c) those that write much as a pencil does, without thicks, thins, 

and gradations. 

The italic hands of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries were 

written with quills that normally fall in category (b), but some¬ 

times with blunt pens making little contrast between thicks and 

thins (category (c) ). The blunt quills may have been worn but 

possibly on occasion were cut so as to be blunt and more easy- 

running, for sharply cut quills tend to kick and splutter when 

pushed against the edge. The pens of category (a) are appropriate 

to copperplate or to copperplate-derivatives and are not recom- 
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mended. The pen that is recommended is that of category (b). 

Another division is into categories of dip-pens and fountain- 

pens. 

The first dip-pens for italic writing were made at my suggestion 

by the pen firm, Geo. W. Hughes, namely the Flight Commander 

pen, but they are no longer available. These were easy-running 

metal alloy stubs with a straight edge. Most stubs have either a 

blunt point or an oblique edge, but there are straight-edged nibs 

made in an Italic series in five breadths, with a companion set for 

left-handers, namely by William Mitchell (British Pens Ltd., 

Bearwood Road, Smethwick, Birmingham). 

The steel ‘J’ pen is too flexible for most people. One needs to 

be very light-fingered if the points are not to spread. On the 

other hand, a pen with very little flexibility, such as a manifold¬ 

ing nib, can be tiring to use. 

Some nibs may be fitted with a reservoir (e.g. William 

Mitchell’s Slippon Reservoir) or to a pen-holder fitted with a 

reservoir (e.g. William Mitchell’s Reservoir Holder, or Dryad 

P.20 penholder). The Osmiroid Italic 95 nibs have a satisfactory 

built-in reservoir. 

The full width of the edge of the pen must be in contact with 

the paper when writing. Because it makes a marked contrast of 

thick and thin strokes it will impose a certain discipline on the 

hand, which may be good for a learner old enough to cope with 

an italic pen. For left-handers the writing-edge will be angled 

to the left. 

Hand-processes are involved in the making of gold fountain- 

pen nibs and consequently no two are quite alike. The Parker 

Pen Co. offer a choice of italic nibs with their Parker 45 and 65 

ranges. There are inexpensive fountain pens with interchangeable 

italic nibs in different widths which are liked by adults as well 

as by children. Such pens are Platignum (Mentmore Manufac¬ 

turing Co., Stevenage) and Osmiroid (E. S. Perry, Gosport). 
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FIG. 14 

From Opera nella quale si insegna a scrivere by Augustino da Siena. 

Venice, 1568 



Penholders 

PENHOLDERS 

The author is not aware of any research made as to the most suit¬ 

able sizes and types of penholders. A warning seems desirable that 

considerable fatigue may be caused if the barrel of the pen is too 

large or too small in diameter or if the pen is too heavy or too 

light, but being closely connected with touch it is largely a per¬ 

sonal matter and comfort is the significant virtue. The author’s 

favourite wooden penholder is inches long and tapers 3 inches 

from the thicker end. Such a length, of course, is not essential for 

comfort, but this pen has good balance. 

PENCILS, FELT PENS AND CHALKS 

For infants, thick pencils such as Black Beauty and Black Prince are 

recommended. Carpenter’s pencils, which do make thicks and 

thins, are not easy to use satisfactorily and tend to encourage 

writing with pressure. Moreover, the lead quickly needs re¬ 

sharpening. 

The practice of writing with felt pens on old newspapers 

turned through 90° offends the author’s sense of fitness. 

Naturally, it is desirable for the teacher to acquire a good tech¬ 

nique of writing with chalk on blackboard. When demonstrating 

in the handwriting lesson the teacher can write with thicks and 

thins by cutting slices off the point of his chalk (back and front) 

to make a wedge. Also he may break his chalk and write with a 

fragment held between thumb and forefinger, the outer surface 

making contact with the board. At other times he may well feel 

that provided he makes good shapes he can use his chalk as he 

would a pencil, and that the pupil’s edged pens will give them the 

linear quality. There is a chalk with a rectangular section, namely 

Bedford de Luxe Lettering Chalk (Cosmic Crayon Co. Ltd.). 

PAPER 

Francis Clement in ‘The Petie Schole’ (a.d. 1587) says the ‘whitest, 
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finest, and smoothest paper is best’. Undoubtedly this is still true. 

A smooth paper reduces friction and resistance to the pen and gives 

a sharpness to writing. The paper should not be glossy, however. 

Many italic writers use Spicer’s Calligrapher’s Paper and Dicken¬ 

son’s Three Candlesticks but there arc numerous suitable writing 

papers besides. 
INK 

No special ink is required for italic handwriting. For those who 

like a permanent black ink there are Waterman’s Midnight Black, 

Waterman’s Calligraph Ink, Stephen’s Calligraphic Ink, and 

Quink Permanent Black and also various carbon inks, which are 

made for both dip-pens and fountain-pens. Higgins Eternal Ink is 

American and unfortunately difficult to obtain in England. 

If a carbon ink is used in a fountain-pen it needs frequent 

cleaning. 

ECONOMY OF STROKES AND EFFORT 

The letters of the formal Roman hand are built up by fitting stroke 

to stroke, the pen being frequently lifted. The strokes are prin¬ 

cipally downward strokes made by the pen being pulled by the 

contraction of fingers and thumb. Thus an ‘m’ is made of three 

main pulled strokes fitted together (Fig. 2a), with perhaps other 

strokes added for beauty’s sake or for other reasons. Speed will 

simplify the method of construction, as already explained, so that 

the letter is made with one continuous stroke (Fig. 2h), or, if other 

letters are joined to it, by the part of one continuous deflecting 

stroke (Fig. 20). 

In the transition from formal to cursive, speed introduced the 

upstroke, and in so doing reduced the number of strokes used for 

the formation of letters, tied some letters together, narrowed the 

letters, and constrained the ample arch. The assistance to speed 

given by the upstroke will depend upon the suitability of the 

adjustment of the pen to the paper, for most edged pens are in- 
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dined to resist, and perhaps to splutter, if pushed against the pen’s 

edge. The maximum resistance offered by paper to pen (excluding 

degrees of pressure from consideration) is when 

the pen is pushed away from the writer in the 

direction which produces the thickest stroke. No 

resistance troubles and impedes the pen if the 

upstroke is ‘sidled’: that is, if the pen is moved 

sideways so that the thinnest stroke marks the paper. 

A carefully cut chisel-edged quill pen gives the greatest resistance 

to the pushed stroke, and also allows the making of the thinnest 

of sideways strokes. In contrast to the quill among edged pens is 

the fountain pen. The resistance of paper to pen will be affected 

by the smoothness or otherwise of the surface of the paper, as 

well as by the character of the pen and the pressure used. Whether, 

however, fountain pen or a sharper pen, or smooth or rough paper, 

or pressure or little pressure, are used, most fluent writers do sidle 

upstrokes; but because the direction of the pen is frequently to¬ 

wards the shoulder, or the pen-hold is appropriate to that pen- 

direction, letters tend to be flattened and widely spaced in the 

construction of words (Fig. 15). 

FIG. 15 

Fast writing is made up of pulled, sidled, and pushed strokes; 

but where the pushed stroke occurs the tendency of the fluent pen 

is strong to avoid resistance, as, for example, by turning the pushed 

stroke quickly into another and easier direction (note the top of 

the bow of the letter <3). 

MOVEMENT AND JOINS 

The pen is moved and lays a trail of ink. In the italic hand the 

trail is not the whole record of the movements made by the pen’s 
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djrejus . 
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denmjmw enm (mea non tv 
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0 fwuJUrm fctjjmi duflus jcw 
dieufc tad. incdporrF 

FIG. l6 

From Literarum Latinarum by Gerard Mercator, c. 1540. 

Note the excessively dominating effect of the diagonal join 
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point, for contact is frequently lost, the pen often rising from the 

paper in very small jumps from one letter to another as well as 

from word to word. A set italic hand can be written with too 

many jumps for speed, such as, for example, where the letter m is 

made with two pen-lifts. A fast writer will probably find himself 

writing several letters without a pen-lift, whilst in contrast some 

young child may tend to write the letter n with an interior pen- 

lift. The pen-lifts are means of avoiding awkward joins, and they 

also offer opportunities for adjusting the hand as it passes from 

left to right across the paper, and these brief interruptions of touch 

actually afford relaxation in the effort of writing. The copperplate 

models require all letters to be joined, but to the author it seems 

more desirable to break the continuity as convenient. If it were 

essential to join all letters then some of the letters of the italic 

alphabet would need to be redesigned. 

Joins are undoubtedly agents of speed. Indeed the diagonal join, 

which is such a common, significant, and dominant feature in 

Mercator’s example (Fig. 16), tends to govern the shape of many 

letters and should receive due consideration in the design of a 

model. For example, in the letter a there are two strokes that rise. 

The second upstroke, which completes the letter, will frequently 

run on into the next letter: i.e. will become a diagonal join. For 

this reason, the first upstroke of the a should have relationship to 

the second, which may become the join, so that one is not required 

to make two quite differently shaped upstrokes. Thus economy 

and unity serve speed. 

The diagonal join is found in most words of the completed 

model. The other join commonly required is the horizontal join. 

The principal movements in the model alphabet of italic minus¬ 

cules of this book are in making: 

Straight downstrokes 

kill 
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Upstrokes and 

diagonal joins 

Horizontal strokes and 

joins 

Clockwise curves 

Counter-clockwise 

curves 

A Handwriting Manual 

//// nun 

— tun 

mom bhkmnpr 

uum acded(jtu 
0000 

vmj vow 
Ellipses 

Angles 

Pushed strokes 

Serifs * IflU 

In Arrighi’s manual the first instruction is in making two strokes: 

one is thick and horizontal (cf. Fig. io). 

^ o, fsi 

■dcJjjfiltojsJx 

FIG. 17 

(A surprising fact is that Arrighi’s thick horizontal stroke, 

equivalent to Palatino’s testa, is made by a return movement, from 

left to right and then, retracing its path, from right to left. Except, 

for example, when a diagonal join precedes (say) a, c, d, g, q, this 

double movement seems unnecessary today because we have 

easy-running pens and smooth paper, and so do not have to avoid 
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a pen spluttering, as a quill used in writing on a rough surface 

may do.) 

The other, thin and acute 

'iirtmnjrtuij' 

FIG. 18 

This movement is appropriate to e and t when it is a preceding 

diagonal join. 

Palatino, in his manual published 22 years later (Fig. 19), stresses 

three movements in the alphabet: testa, traverso, and taglio. Testa 

refers to the to-and-fro horizontal stroke at the head of a and/, 

traverso to the downstroke, and taglio to the thin upstroke. 

Palatino’s testa is thicker than his traverso. His taglio rises at about 

the same angle as the hair-line of the models of this book. His 

script, however, is narrow and compacted, hardly giving room 

for the pen to turn round, and tends to a gothic angularity. It is 

not recommended as a model except as regards unity of style and 

spacing. 

In fast writing, downstrokes intended to be quite straight tend 

to take on some slight curvature. 

FAMILY CHARACTERISTICS OF LETTERS 

A good alphabet can be compared to a large family where family- 

likeness can be seen in the members to a greater or lesser degree. 

Of the near affinities, n is close to u and in, u to a, a to d, i to j, 

v to w, etc. The family relationships and homogeneity give har¬ 

mony and readableness to the script. A letter, however, must be 

sufficiently unlike all other letters as to be recognized with ease 

and certainty if it is not to fail of its purpose, so that an n will not 

be read for a u, a b for an h, or an h for a k, etc. So long as letters 
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imietmjiircf. 

From Libro nel qual s’insegna by G. B. Palatino. Rome, 1544 

In the author’s possession 
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are distinctive, the closer the relationship in form that the letters 

of an alphabet have to each other, the greater the possibility of 

legibility, speed, and beauty. In a sense, each letter has the right to 

be considered important for legibility and beauty, but it must take 

a disciplined part in the construction of words. 

The author recommends that the alphabet should be learnt by 

grouping the letters as in Fig. 22. 

CLOCKWISE AND COUNTER-CLOCKWISE 

MOVEMENTS 

Good writing is rhythmical and patterned. In designing a cursive 

hand the calligrapher should consider the basic rhythms (or pat¬ 

terns) to be used in the model so that his slowly written models 

are simple and suitable for fast legible writing. This implies he 

must take particular care in designing the n and the u (see Fig. 20). 

(a) rv nw\v 

(c) ft mm 
(d) iv mum 

a, n mm 
FIG. 20 

The n is roughly an inversion of the u (it is hardly likely to be 

exactly the same shape), the n having an arch and the it an inverted 

arch. There is, however, an important difference in the letters 

caused by the inversion: the n includes an up-and-over, or clock¬ 

wise, movement and the u an under-and-up, or counter-clockwise, 

movement (these clockwise and counter-clockwise movements 

are not circular in character, but nearly elliptical). 
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This distinction divides up a considerable part of the alphabet 

into groups of related letters. Those letters in the models of this 

book with a more or less dominant clockwise movement are b, h, 

k, m, n, p, and r, those with a more or less dominant counter¬ 

clockwise movement are a, c, d, e, g, o, q, t, and u (but e, when 

made of two strokes, and^ have both movements and so too have 

f and s). 

For fast writing it would be easier if all or most of the letters 

of the alphabet were to be written with a counter-clockwise 

rhythm, but we have inherited an alphabet that cannot be adapted 

to this pattern without a reduction of the standard of legibility. 

The calligrapher’s problem is therefore to design a hand which, 

when written quickly, allows the possibility of reconciling the 

contrary rhythms, and therefore of n and u made with sufficient 

difference to ensure that an n does not look like a u. 

It may be argued that if the n is commonly written as a u, the 

eye will perceive the correct intention and ‘auuouuce will be read 

as ‘announce’. So why bother? There is some truth in this argu¬ 

ment, for in reading a word the eye does not depend always upon 

recognizing all the letters, but may identify the word by its general 

appearance. A group of letters may be identified as a word even 

when certain letters are missing: e.g., ph t gr ph. However, a 

model is offered that may allow and encourage the writing of n 

and u with sufficient distinctiveness, as an alternative to accepting 

the probability of debasement. The reader at this stage is invited 

to study the ns and us of Plates 4, 5, 7, 10 and 16. 

SIMPLE RHYTHMS AND ANGULARITY 

Doubtless there are still many children (other than those writing 

print-script) who are required to make pot-hooks and hangers, as 

for example in writing copperplate, business, or Civil Service 

hands. But a fast writer will be a rare exception who can retain 

both the curves of the arch and the inverted arch terminating n 
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(as shown in Fig. 20a) without a breakdown of one or other. The 

contrary swing of such curves (clockwise and counter-clockwise) 

is against speed. The common failure shows itself by the introduc¬ 

tion of angularity or by a more undulating curve due to the stress¬ 

ing of the counter-clockwise movements. Most rhythms which 

arise from the way the letters n and u and their kindred letters 

are made can be related to, or recognized as, one or other of those 

roughly indicated in Fig. 20, although occasionally two of these 

rhythms will appear in the same adult’s handwriting. 

These are simple rhythms; and they are intermittent, since certain 

letters of the alphabet do not conform to them. They become more 

powerful in fast writing when letters are tied together by diagonal 

joins (as n would be tied to w), for the diagonal joins not only con¬ 

form to the rhythm but frequently carry it on from letter to letter. 

(There is also a more complicated rhythm in a piece of fluent and 

developed handwriting which is an expression of the skill, mental 

and physical characteristics, and style of the penman, and is out¬ 

side the sphere of this manual.) 

If both the arch of the n and the inverted arch of the end of this 

letter which turns and extends to make the join (i.e., both the 

curves) as in Fig. 20a could be preserved, then the rhythm of 

Fig. 20a would have a claim for acceptance in an exemplar hand. 

As already shown, however, this rhythm will not stand the stress 

of speed. The introduction into a model of a feature not essential 

for legibility and of such importance in structure and rhythm 

seems ill-advised if there is not some fitness for the purpose of 

speed. 
There may be a tendency to angularity then, either in the tops 

or bottoms of letters, or in both, or an undulating spread pattern 

as in Fig. 15. The latter is unlikely to be pleasant. Because down- 

strokes may be strongly pulled counter-clockwise by the flexing 

of fingers and thumb, the rhythm is commonly as at d, Fig. 20. 

For legibility, it would be better to have curves than angles at the 
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tops of letters, as in rhythm e, for the eyes, in the rapid movements 

they make in reading, take little account of the bottoms of letters 

(see Fig. 3, which shows how little the bottoms of letters may assist 

identification). This argument is one that has even greater signi¬ 

ficance in the design of type, where the standard of legibility is 

very high. 

If the recommendation in this manual were to direct the pen 

to the right shoulder, instead of to the elbow, rhythm e would be 

too difficult, but with the pen-direction as already advised and 

described, this difficulty seems to the author to be removed. With 

the pen inclined to the right shoulder, the easiest movement in 

writing is one made of contracting fingers and thumb and is a 

downward pulled stroke. The pulled stroke is then much stronger 

than the upstroke made by extending the fingers and thumb. But 

if the pen-direction is away from the shoulder and the pen is as 

suggested in this book, then the sideways movement of the hand 

produces a sidled upstroke with about as much ease as it makes a 

pulled downstroke. The sideways movement of the hand if the 

pen-direction is towards the shoulder is almost horizontal, and 

accordingly the writing is flattened (Fig. 15). If the pen-direction 

is away from the shoulder, the sideways movement of the hand is 

more oblique (Fig. 14), and so letters may have a more suitable 

height, an upstanding sturdiness, and be more closely spaced. 

Rhythm c, Fig. 20, makes for slowness (as may be demonstrated 

easily by the experiment of making a number of zig-zags, and 

rounded arches, and inverted arches, and comparing the times 

taken) and for this reason to a breakdown into curvature, pro¬ 

bably counter-clockwise. Also it confuses and unifies n and u. 

Rhythm e, as exemplified in Fig. 20, has some angularity at the 

bottoms of letters, particularly at the terminals of a, d, h, i, m, n, 

and u, when the terminals are extended to make diagonal joins. 

The rhythm was chosen for the exemplar hand of this manual as 

being the best of the simple rhythms and one which reconciles 
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the clockwise and counter-clockwise movements of n and u. Had 

rhythm d been selected, n would have tended to assume the shape 

of w. 

It is to be explained that sharp angles, as in the bottoms of letters 

of the script in Fig. 38, when writing with pace are likely to be¬ 

come naturally and pleasingly something nearer to very narrow 

curves, and Plates 4 and 7 are of interest in this connection. 

COMPRESSION OF LETTERS 

The extent to which the arches of h, m, n, etc., are curved need 

not be the subject of a rule, but in a mature hand where conscious 

design and discipline break down to some degree through speed, 

and the upward sidled stroke ascends at an angle of at least 450, 

there is not likely to be that roundness and broadness of form to 

be seen in the Roman letters and which may be given in print- 

script letters by the young child drawing (rather than writing) 

them in a careful way—and teachers must resign themselves to the 

loss of a feature they may like. But the narrower letter of the 

sixteenth-century has its own elegance and grace. The fifteenth- 

century italic letter was often a less compressed letter than that of 

Arrighi, for it had not broken free from the influence of the 

Caroline script—a script not cursive though having some cursive 

characteristics in the ninth century. 

SLANT OF WRITING 

The slope of letters in the models is slightly to the right, but the 

italic hand can be written with upright strokes or even with a 

slant to the left, though the latter is generally considered to be a 

displeasing characteristic. It seems a proper thing for writing to 

reflect the trend from left to right by a forward slope. Italic types 

used by contemporary printers generally slant 120 or more from 

the vertical. Italics are used by the printer principally for contrast 

and the marked slope is a means of distinction. In writing this does 
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not apply. The slope of models in the earliest writing books ranges 

from 5° to io°. 

The downstroke which has a slight forward slant is not the 

easiest stroke to make. If one bends fingers and thumbs in towards 

the palm quite naturally, the pen, if held as recommended, is 

moved in this direction: (that is, towards the elbow). A back¬ 

hand may therefore be due to too great an economy or avoidance 

of effort, and then it should be corrected by drills or other in¬ 

centives to a more disciplined action. A backhand may also be due 

to the right elbow being too far from the body, to too strong a 

use of the thumb, or not enough movement of the hand, or to 

fashion among children. According to graphologists, there may 

also be psychological reasons {cfi. page 38). 

abcdejqhljklmn 
cjHjrstuvwxyyz 

FIG. 21 

THE MINUSCULE ALPHABET 

When learning a new hand the pupil must write slowly and with 

control of the pen so that the letters he makes are as near as pos¬ 

sible to those of the model. That is, the pupil must become com¬ 

pletely familiar with the forms of the letters by looking at them 

and by writing them. In a sense, the fingers as well as the eyes must 

get to know the letters. For this reason it may be helpful to trace 

the letters of a model with a dry pen to learn the necessary move¬ 

ments which make the letter-shapes. Jean de Beauchesne wrote: 

‘To folowe strong hand with drie penne first prove’, and so this advice 

is not new. 
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lit aJjtju ceo nmr bhk vwyjsjj) XZ 

lit ilt lit tit lit 

adcj^u adcjqu adjqu adcjqu 

ceo ceo ceo ceo ceo 

nmr nmr nmr nmr nmr nmr 

bilk blik bhk bilk 

nmrbhk nmrbhk nmrbhk nmrbhk 

vw\j vwy vw\j 

jsfsfsfsfsfs sfsfsfsfsfsf 

jJ’WjJ’MJJ’ 

XZ XZ XZ XZ 

abcdej^hijklmnoji^rstuvwxyz adgqu 
FIG. 22 

From Beacon Writing Book Five (Ginn and Co. Ltd) 
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It is important to remember when practising that italic letters 

are not circular and are not widely spread. The letters are a little 

narrow and are placed somewhat closely together in making 

words. 

As handwriting is a system of movements it is convenient to 

group letters as in Fig. 22. 

The letters /, /, t should slope to the right but only slightly. The 

downstroke turns in a narrow bend and terminates when it 

becomes a hairline: i.e. when rising at about 450. 

The next family of letters begins with a. This letter is not merely 

a line swung round and up in a somewhat elliptical fashion to be 

continued in a downstroke: it is made of strokes that vary in 

_, thickness as they bend and which enclose a space 

f I (‘counter’) that may be subtle and delightful in shape. 

/ I The enclosed shape cannot be formed precisely, as if 

/ j drawn, when writing quickly, and yet a good pen- 

I / man will know and see that letters are made of both 

strokes and spaces. Fig. 23 gives a rough idea of the 

hg. 23 shape that attracts the author. 

The letter begins with an almost horizontal stroke (Palatino’s 

testa) by pushing the pen against its edge and turning the direction 

of the stroke sharply downwards: /- Thus the stroke, fairly 

thick at first, thins and softly thickens as it descends: £ At the 

base it bends' sharply in a narrow curve (almost an angle) to rise 

in a hair-line to meet the beginning of the letter: Q The up¬ 

stroke should join up with the beginning of the letter and leave 

no breach. The softly-gradating flatly-curving downstroke is in 

sympathy with the slope of the writing. That is, the two down- 

strokes are as nearly parallel as a curve can be to a straight line. 

It! I r's^nS hair-line is in accord with the diagonal joins of 

the script made by the pen in a sideways movement. The 

second downstroke, quite straight in the model, when written 
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fluently may perhaps tend to the merest suggestion of a curve 

under the influence of rhythm and of the first, slightly bowed, 

downstroke. Again there is a sharp bend to the hair-line, in 

accord now with the character of the first upward bend, and the 

stroke may end as soon as it becomes a hair-line or it may rise to 

form a diagonal join: ddTl 

In this one letter there is a pushed stroke, two different (but 

somewhat parallel) downstrokes, and two different upstrokes; and 

yet all are related and unified by the pen and the rhythm of the 

hand. The unity contributes to economy. For speed, it is desirable 

to restrict not only the number of movements but also the kind 

of movements. Much of the rhythm is implicit in the narrow 

bend of the stroke to form the hair-line, for the rhythm of the 

writing grows naturally out of the alphabet. It is also to be re¬ 

marked that the incidence of the thicker strokes at the upper part 

of the letter is an aid to legibility, whilst the upstroke, being a 

hairline, facilitates speed. 

The proportions of a will set a standard to which all other letters 

should conform as much as can be arranged. What the proportions 

shall be is a matter of taste, but the pen itself and the way it is held 

have some control. Obviously if an a is narrow, an n or an o should 

not be wide, or vice versa. The letters a, b, d, g, h, n, o, p, q and u 

should have equal width of body. 

Much of the above will be seen without indication and appre¬ 

ciated immediately by adult and child. It is as well, however, to 

bear in mind that though letters are entities they are subordinate 

to the rhythm of the hand and they may and should contribute to 

the flowing pattern. 

A sketch in Arrighi’s manual is the following which may be 

helpful to those used to making circular move- 

ments. But this is but a hint and not a preparatory U . . I . V. vi 

drill or exercise. 
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AAAAAAAAAAAA 

nununununununununununun 

m a m a m a mam am a m a m am am 

vuvuvuvuvuvu wnwnwnwnw 

ancndnenanonqn kukukumurtur 

mampmcmdmemjmgmhmimjm 

kmlmmmnmompmqmrmsmtm 

umvmwmxmymzm 

ahcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz^ 

d, e,f p,t;x, are made of two strokes: 

eld eejf pj) it \x 

!23+5678qo 1234-56 J&CjO 

FIG. 24 

Dryad Writing Card No. 1 (Dryad Press, Leicester) 
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Following the significant letter a, it is appropriate to practise 

next the related letters d, g, q, and u. The letter d, if made with 

one continuous stroke, would require the pen to rise from the bot¬ 

tom bend to (say) twice the height of a. For this reason it will be 

easier to have a pen-lift when learning the letter. Another factor 

is that even some young children like to begin the second down- 

stroke (following the pen-lift) with something formed and in¬ 

teresting, which requires a pen-lift (see page 64). 

The letter g begins as does a. It has, however, a clockwise move¬ 

ment in its tail. As the pen turns clockwise it will find some resist¬ 

ance in the movement against its edge. The secret of a good tail to 

a g is in a light touch and a light heart. The second downstroke 

when written freely will probably take on a slight curvature in 

anticipation of the swing of the tail. Some humanistic cursives 

show a letter related to the g of Roman type: i $These 
forms, though good because they are both legible and pleasing, 

require more care and take more time than they of the model. The 

letter q, again beginning like a, ends with a formed short stroke, 

either lozenged or barbed: In the Renaissance it was often 

made so: (J, but this character is too near g to be distinctive 

enough today. Another form is A . The principal movement 

of the letter u is counter-clockwise. It begins with a serif (a quickly 

turned curving movement of small compass) and ends as the letter 

a. Other important letters with a counter-clockwise accent are 

c, e, and 0. The letter c is not circular but should show some rela¬ 

tionship to the first downstroke of a, which is a flattened curve. 

The bow of the e is formed by a simple swing. The bend at the 

base of c and e is less narrow than in a. (Another form of e is given 

in Fig. 34.) The 0, made without a pen-lift, is elliptical in trend, 
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but because the edged pen gives it thicks, thins, and gradations, 

and the bottom bend tends to be like that of a, it is not quite a true 

ellipse, though it may well be thought of as one. 

Another small group of letters has a clockwise accent: b, h, k, 
in, n, and r. The letter n has initial and terminal serifs as in u. When 

the first downstroke ends, the stroke rises up the stem and then 

branches to make an arch (without a pen-lift) in a manner some¬ 

what suggestive of the flight of a rocket or the spray of a fountain: 

/* That“. it goes up and away from the stem, over in a sharp 

bend, and drops—though not vertically. The letter m is obviously 

related to //. The letter r is like an incomplete n. The branching 

from the stem should occur high enough to prevent the letter 

looking like v. The letter h is like the n except for the ascender. 

The letter b is related to the h but the second downstroke turns in 

In his loneliness andjixedness he yearneth 

towards the journeying M oon; and the stars 

that still sojourn^yet still move onward; and 

everywhere the blue sky belongs to themyand is 

their appointed rest; and their native country 

and their own natural homes; which they enter 

unannounced, as lords that are certainly ex 

peered ocyet there is a silent joy at their arrival, 

FIG. 25 

(From the gloss of The Rime of the Ancient Mariner 

by Samuel Taylor Coleridge) 
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horizontally to join the stem. The right hand side of the bow 

should have the same flatness and tendency to being parallel with 

the straight downstroke which was noted in the letter a. The letter 

k begins as h does, but turns into the stem in a curve and springs 

away obliquely. The bow should be small and should not extend 

far down the letter. The letter p is made of two strokes. It begins 

with a barbed serif slightly higher than the succeeding bow,, which 

is related to the bow of b. The first downstroke ends in a leftward 

turn with the pen moving lightly against its edge, but it could 

terminate as does q. The bow completes the letter by joining the 

downstroke horizontally and not at an angle. 

The letters i, l, and t terminate much as does a. The horizontal 

stroke of t occurs at a height not above that of a. The j is like an i 

except for the descender, and is related to p. 

The letters / and s are related, for each begins with a counter¬ 

clockwise movement as well as beginning and ending with pushed 

strokes. The s starts with a small rounded curve and ends with a 

larger one, but the/begins and ends with a tendency to flatness. 

The middle of the s has an oblique direction from top left to 

bottom right: i.e. not a horizontal stress. In some sixteenth- 

century writing manuals the ascendei of/is not so tall as those of 

b, d, h, k, and /, and this is regarded as good design. 

The remaining letters of the alphabet, v, w, x, y, and z, are 

angular in this model. The letters v and w begin with a serif and 

end with a restricted movement to the left. The v must be quite 

distinct from the r. The letter y begins like the v and ends with 

a downstroke turning leftwards, much as does j and/. A variation 

is a letter made of two strokes. The three letters v, w, and y should 

not be wide. The letter x is made of two strokes: the first from top 

left to bottom right and the second either from top right to bot¬ 

tom left or bottom left to top right. The last letter of the alphabet 

lacks close relationship with other members. The z, lending itself 

to ornamental extension, was often flourished in Italian models, 
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clothed m a mantle oj dazzling gold or draped 

in rags of black douds like a beggar^ the might 

of the Westerly Wind sits enthroned upon the 

western horizon with the whole Worth A tlantic 

as afootstool jvr his jut and thejirst twinkling 

stars making a diadem jvr his brow: 

FIG. 26 

(Quotation from The Mirror of the Sea by Joseph Conrad) 

which suggests it was held to be a letter with a strong individuality. 

(Another form is 

Double consonants may be treated as in Fig. 27: 

SSflffjMP* 
FIG. 27 

There are various alternatives to the letters described. Another 

form of e is made with two strokes and although it has a pen-lift 

it has notable virtues in its favour: it is less likely to blob than a 

looped e and because the downstroke is a flattened curve the 

rhythm of the hand is preserved from a tendency to a wavy 

rhythm: The bow, rather like a canted 2, must be 

small, joining the downstroke not lower than half-way from the 

top of the letter. This form of e, commonly found in sixteenth- 

century scripts, is often adopted doubtfully at first but later is ac- 
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cepted and liked. It is expedient then to use both forms of e. The 

tongue of the alternative e is a means of joining and is not required 

when not a join or for the recognition of the letter. 

The d made with two strokes may be substituted at the end of a 

word by but as this alternative is a mediaeval letter it may 

seem to intrude. 

The angular letters u, w, and y may be based on the letter u and 

be made so: 

The letter b may be counter-clockwise in accent and then it 

can continue by a horizontal join when this is convenient: 

The letter s may be affected by joins: ffSU » 

The beginning of the ascenders of b, d, h, k, and l in the first 

pen-made model is shown in Fig. 21. The simple straight down- 

stroke must give way with the development of the hand to some¬ 

thing more natural to the quick adjustment of pen to paper in a 

The peace of that enchantity forenoon was so 

profound, so untroubled, that it seemed that every 

word pronounced loudly on our deck, would 

penetrate to the very heart of that infinite mys* 

tery bom from die conjunction of watered sky. 

KG. 28 

(Quotation from The Mirror of the Sea by Joseph Conrad) 
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series of flying movements or to the child’s (and the adult’s) love 

of a more decorative feature. Girls of nine and ten years of age have 

shown pleasure in making different ascenders so: d^dd 
Plate 5 is interesting as showing the variety of ascenders the 

writer used on the impulse of the moment. Plates 20 and 22 give 

two variations in the treatment of the beginnings of ascenders. 

Fig. 29 gives an indication of the relative heights of parts of 

letters ascending above the height of the letters a, c, e, 0, etc. 

dcjAbftp 

FIG. 39 

SPACING 

The right adjustment of letter to letter to make words is of estab¬ 

lished importance. There is need for good spacing ofletters, words, 

and lines, as well as for the formation of finely proportioned and 

easily recognizable letters. The art of lettering is an art of spacing 

and placing. Letters may be considered as abstract forms used for 

the building up of word-patterns; words as the units for building 

lines; lines as the units for building the textual column or page; 

the whole making a unity of parts. For maximum beauty of pat¬ 

terning the placing together of the letter-units must be regular and 

organized. There should be an appearance of equal spacing of 

letters. The care with which letters are spaced is relative to the 

care with which they are formed; and degree of care is governed 

by speed. It is a matter of time to spare. But the pupil should be 

brought at once to regard spacing as of importance to good word 

formation, so that in time he may gain an ‘eye’ and skill for suit¬ 

able juxtaposing of letters. In Fig. 30 the letters of the word 
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Humming 

fmmmy 
fig. 30 

‘humming’ are spaced by two methods: in the first word the spac¬ 

ing of the letters is controlled by the eye, but in the second, the 

diagonal join spaces the letters. Both methods are necessary, for 

when there are pen-lifts or horizontal joins the eye must take a 

part in spacing letters. It is to be remarked, however, that in rapid 

writing the rhythm of the script is a third controlling factor. 

Words are often much too widely spaced by children at the 

instruction of their teachers. Lines of writing may be regarded as 

strips or bands of pattern. Excessive spaces between words will 

break up the band so that this particular ‘strip’ quality is reduced. 

An examination of a printed page shows there is no difficulty in 

reading words when tightly packed in the line. When writing 

quickly, however, some difficulty would probably be experienced 

in spacing words very closely, for the hand tends to jump at the 

end of each word. The spacing of words in the sixteenth-century 

examples in this book is worth noting. Jean de Beauchesne gives 

this advice: 

And commelie to write, and gene a good grace, 

Leave betwene eche woorde small (a) letters space, 

Thatfayre and seemely your hand may be redd, 

Keepe even your letters atfoote, and at headc: 

With distance a like betweene letter and letter. 

A close spacing of lines which would cause the descenders of 

one line to foul the letters of the hne below is undesirable. It has 

been the author’s custom when teaching adults to lay down no 

rule as to the distance lines should be apart. When general prin- 
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ciples are understood, then there is room for the exercise of taste 

and discretion. For those teaching children, however, who may 

think some simple rule is essential for their practice, it may be 

said that the length of ascenders and descenders and the distance 

apart of lines might be related to the small letter o: letters b, d, h, 

k, /, and j, g, p, q, y to be twice and the spacing of lines to be at 

least three times the height of o (cf. Fig. 29). 

The patterning of the lines across the page is so much the more 

interesting because of the ascenders and descenders which invade 

the territory between the strips. In Amphiareo’s model in Fig. 31 

it will be noted that the secondary pattern made by ascenders and 

descenders adds much to the beauty of the inscription. 

Margins give comeliness if their arrangement allows the writing 

to lie on the paper at ease and does not cause the matter to appear 

to be travelling off the paper at the sides or bottom: they will be 

best when the outcome of sensible and sensitive consideration. 

Children can be taught readily to take pleasure in the arrangement 

of their writing. 

Margins arranged by simple proportions are shown in Fig. 32 

for a single sheet, and in Fig. 33 for a manuscript book. 

CONSTRUCTION OF THE WORDS 

For young children beginning to use the pen, the separation of 

letters in the construction of words, as in print-script, and also as 

in the first stage shown in Figs. 24 and 25 is appropriate to their 

deliberate practice, and to the recognition of the letter as a thing 

and as a unit of the word; but as fluency is developed the field is 

enlarged and the word becomes the unit of the sentence. In fast 

hands words are not written with every letter separate, and where 

the attempt is made there is likely to be some evidence of failure. 

Examination of a good many contemporary hands developed from 

models which do not allow separation of letters seems to indicate 

that the antithesis does not apply. It is then too difficult for a fluent 
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a tmnuumrmtmnuunnu 

rum mm rum nun mm rum 

au cm du hu in ku Li mu nu uu 

nerunj runrmnonpnrmrvt 

nurwnwnxmj ucuitu) 

am am a* at mu it m nrnnrnv 

a rm him limn lime limit mint 

clij; dip dm do dun 

caea men tyepr eses ewew cded 

hen her men new eon hum mean 

heat ley leap cUwr heeddeeddey 

FIG. 34 

Dryad Writing Card No. 3 (Dryad Press, Leicester) 
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writer to construct a word of any length by many disconnected 

or short strokes or by one continuous stroke. The right method 

for this hand, which allows much freedom, lies between the two 

extremes. A letter may be carried on into the next by a join or 

ligature without the pen being lifted, and several letters may thus 

be made with a continuous deflecting stroke. Most quickly written 

long words will be made of a few continuous strokes of unequal 

length written with spasmodic motions. In the momentary pause 

between the strokes it is conceivable that the hand relaxes from 

the effort of these spurts long enough to find appreciable relief, 

but not long enough to cause inconvenient delay. This is not to 

suggest the spurt is terminated by fatigue. The length of the con¬ 

tinuous stroke in this hand may be no more than a part of a letter, 

e.g. the cross-stroke of/ or t, and will be conditioned more by 

the difficulties experienced in forming letters or making joins than 

by fatigue. Such natural and slight obstructions give time to take 

breath, and so an impediment is pressed into the service of speed. 

The sky was a miracle ofpurity, a miracle 

oj azure. The sea was polished; was blue, 

was pellucid; was sparkling like a precious 

stone, extending on all s\dts; all round to the 

horizon-as if the whole terrestrial globe 

had been one jewel, one colossal sapphire> a 

single^gem fashioned into a planet. 
FIG. 35 

(Quotation from Youth by Joseph Conrad) 
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DIAGONAL AND HORIZONTAL JOINS 

The commonest ligature, or join, is that which carries the stroke 

on from the bottom of one letter to the top of the next, and 

because of its frequency in the word and its effect on a hand, it 

warrants special consideration. This is the diagonal join. Its use in 

fifteenth-century humanistic cursives seems to derive from 

fourteenth-century Italian Gothic cursives and is to be noticed in 

Niccoli’s italic. Fig. 16 and Plate 14 display strong exahiples of 

the use of this join in the sixteenth century. 

The diagonal ligature is an upstroke, and therefore should be 

made by a sideways movement of the pen. With the pen-direc¬ 

tion recommended in this manual the oblique stroke will be found 

to have three virtues in serving as a diagonal join. Firstly, as the 

diagonal join is introduced as an aid to speed, a sidled upstroke is 

appropriate because of the ease with which it is made. Secondly, 

as the diagonal join, serving fluency only, is of no help to the 

recognition of words—and indeed by its mixture with the essen¬ 

tial letters may slightly reduce the ease of reading—it is less 

objectionable if as thin as possible: that is, if it is the thin sidelong 

stroke. Thirdly, the letters of a word will be brought into agree¬ 

able neighbourly situation if the diagonal join runs up at an angle 

of about but not less than 450, as will do the sideways stroke. This 

is the natural aid to spacing indicated in Fig. 34. 

In Plate 14 two hands by Tagliente are shown which differ be¬ 

cause the pen-angle is different. The letters of the lower script are 

relatively more closely spaced and narrower. 

The pupil may well graduate from the hand in Fig. 25 to one 

as in Fig. 35 in which no other join is used than the diagonal liga¬ 

ture, until this method of connecting up letters has ceased to offer 

any difficulty. (The terminal serifs allow some children to discover 

the diagonal join for themselves.) Various exercises are given in 

Fig. 34, and these could be extended by writing the alphabet with 
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'Wte^tumrti Avenue, ITS W l CH, SujjbGC 

1 Iff. Ju-nc t ?yf 

(bear MnnJttirdawlL, 

’^tdiandyo-u jvr yr. Cetttr. 

W sinec it first capUmlet) rmj jvtd&jU 

(AjCjtPie \tdtf. datu) das Sievnfi to-me idle, m as l 

wrrfi-- wdiiie model tvjoltow. 

-After all, iCie; itulum iheisanssnnee jaw 

US snticfifj wfvat is t-ndu AWyth* wdile^m eu.r 

Cultural Uji ierhuj 3c, IbaJUt is without question 

w So wiSc'r A mm traditionciC motel than tCiat 

misqtiitct) d(rj?j>e\j(ate7 so ddoveh 6f Qur ^cuvmbs 

Q5L on wh, I uraj ‘ (rvvujfcb uj>’, ]. 

<Ttftic ja ck tduvt inerv need 'nil (k too ntjil 

M\ atUervnce fo idle -motel silt. SowClisod 

Muj comjsCiwt ij died if- edveunvodr A as soon 

as idie script- dsef its find sc{f ^consciousness 

'il isjm to leuvdp into w speedy X Spontaneous 

dmtt. y a ' 
Jours smenckf, 

PLATE 36 

Writing by Mr J. S. T. Trodd. (Slightly reduced) 
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m, n, and u succeeding each letter (ambmcmdmem, etc.) and diagonal 

joins being used where suitable. Arrighi’s examples in Fig. 36 

(aa ab ac ad, etc.) include instances where there are pen-lifts and 

the pairs of letters touch rather thanjoin by a continuous stroke. 

When n is joined to u by a diagonal join there are three main 

upward strokes, rising from bottom to top: 

(i) a slightly clockwise stroke, 

(ii) a straight join, and 

(iii) a slightly counter-clockwise stroke. 

* 

n/j 
FIG. 37 

fuu oa of om on ov of or os ov own rd 

n f m ro rsrttetitrhvzviwawv 

7 he thengold shaving cj the mom flouting 

slowly downwards had lost 'vtsdjon the dark 

ened surface of the waters, and the eternity 

beyond the sky seemed to come down nearer 

to the earth, with the augmentedglitter of 

the stars, with the more.profound somhrmess 

in the lustre of the half - transfarent dome 

covering the flat dose fan cfacjuesea. 

FIG. 38 

(Quotation from Lord Jim by Joseph Conrad) 
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jnjv oacv ta to vaw wuwo 

on or od ov otj oi oj an on ov 

O^OyOTOSOUOVOWOXOy 

fa fa fa fa fa^ tote ti to tu 

vuveviwvu wawewiwvwu 

lo ccti co oo a co d v /I toe hoy corn 

home cone mow hop toyne dour 

loss howjmer dove tower jux toy 

xem vex vine voice water wave 

wavy weaver wives won wood 

jnnjrn jvn jim twn ten tm ton 

FIG. 39 

Dryad Writing Card No. 3 (Dryad Press, Leicester) 
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That is, the clockwise and counter-clockwise strokes are slightly 

curved deviations from a straight diagonal stroke. A slight curving 

emphasis or swerve from the diagonal and the letter becomes 

clearly the intended one, either n or u. (Similarly, for the sake of 

legibility, when i is joined to n, a slight variation in spacing will 

make the two letters unlike m.) A considerable help to legibility is 

given because the difference in these upstrokes is small and there¬ 

fore does not call for much effort (Fig. 37). 

The diagonal join may change the shape of the succeeding letter: 

e.g., note that in the word nun (Fig. 34) the u does not begin with 

a bend but with an angle. 

Next, such joins as the horizontal ligatures shown in Fig. 38 may 

be incorporated. Exercises in these joins are shown in Fig. 39. Or 

the intermediate stage shown in Fig. 35 may be omitted and the 

child taken direct from the hand with separated letters to the hand 

with both diagonal and horizontal joins, if he has discovered the 

diagonal join. The letter groups at the head of Fig. 38 are to be 

found also in the quotation below them. (In the Dryad Writing 

Cards and Beacon Writing Books, however, a break is always made 

after the letter r for maximum clarity in the early stage of learning 

the script.) 

These diagonal and horizontal joins when assimilated into the 

handwriting will allow a considerable degree of fluency. Although 

other joins are likely to be seen in the writing of a hand of the 

fullest freedom and highest speed by an adult, these are quite suf¬ 

ficient as a basis for such a hand, and it is considered policy to 

allow the student to develop unconsciously for himself any other 

ligatures he still finds necessary as increasing speed makes the 

demand. The developed handwriting will indubitably be indivi¬ 

dual: since humans are all different it could not be otherwise. 

Provided legibility is preserved, and affected and fantastic forms 

are not encouraged, it will be wise to let individuality have natural 

expression. Indeed, the rigid discipline of conforming to the 
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mrmrrrmw 
LUMUUUUUI 

lAAAA^YlAAA 

00 00 00 00 

vwxyz 
FIG. 40 

From Beacon Writing Book One (Ginn and Co. Lid.) Reduced 
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model, necessary to the beginner, cannot fortunately but be 

relaxed when the pupil gains speed, and then will be the time 

for appreciative direction. 

EXERCISES 

Although the author advises as a calligrapher, and not as a trained 

schoolteacher, some suggestions as to suitable exercises may be 

thought not out of place. What one would wish in particular is 

that the pupil should be brought to appreciate and always to 

remember the importance of making every letter so that it is 

recognized as the letter intended. 

The author holds that the rhythm of italic handwriting is largely 

in the alphabet. If, therefore, it should be desired to make ‘writing- 

patterns’, such as those taught by the late Marion Richardson, they 

should be based upon letters or upon the principal movements in 

writing minuscules (cf. page 45). Writing-patterns, however, are 

not essential to arouse interest or develop skill in handwriting. 

Pre-writing exercises for infants who have not yet learned to 

write are a different matter. Many such exercises are given in 

Beacon Writing Book One, and four are shown in Fig. 40. These 

exercises can be used as patterns but their function is to introduce 

the child to handwriting by movements related to the act of 

writing a simple italic hand. 

The following exercises or drills in contrasting movements 

would help to develop the ability to switch from clockwise to 

counter-clockwise movements: 

nmununununununu 

nmmmamamamamama 

ancndnengnonqnun 

buhukumunupuru 

bdbdbdbdbdbdbdbd 

hghghghghghghghg 

matnbmcmdmemfmgm etc. 
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These variations on the n and u theme can be extended by using 

any other of the clockwise letters b, h, k, m, and n, or of the counter¬ 

clockwise letters a, c, d, g, o, q, and u. Also there are many words 

in the language which make good exercises in the contrasting 

movements of which the following are but an indication: animal, 

banana, common, domino, engine, foaming, gong, harbour, ironmonger, 

journey, kingdom, lantern, moon, nomad, omnibus, parlour, quaint, run¬ 

ning, sound, thicken, unicorn, vagabond, winning, young, zinc. There 

are numerous short words in the language that might conveniently 

be used in the early stages of learning to make words: aid, am, an, 

big, bin, bun, cab, can, car, dab, dig, doll, ear, egg, eve, fun, fur, free, 

gas, good, gun, had, hill, hum, ice, inn, jam, jar, kid, knee, lap, lull, man, 

mill, mine, near, nip, now, on, once, over, pen, pop, pump, quiz, quoit, 

ran, rise, roar, sat, son, seek, this, tilt, ton, up, us, use, van, vow, was, 

won, you, yet, zip, zero. 

Related sets of words have been used in the author’s Dryad 

Writing Cards: e.g. cloud, rain, snow, hail, spring, brook, stream, 

waterfall, river, which it was thought might create interesting 

images in the child’s mind, as well as teach the italic alphabet. 

In addition to the clockwise and counter-clockwise letters are 

the angular letters v, w, and y. Drills to embrace these letters are 

vnvnvnvn, wmwmwmwm, nynynyny, vbvhvk. To make v distinct 

from r when writing quickly may present some difficulty, and 

therefore vrvrvrvr is a good drill to teach the distinctive move¬ 

ments. Other exercises are given in Beacon Writing Book Five. 

The exercises in making letters and in contrasting rhythms may 

seem to some adults at first thought to be dull and unattractive, 

but letters are not only units to build up words but entities in 

themselves, and as such have an interest which can be appreciated 

by children. The good teacher will have no difficulty in making 

the drills seem worthwhile and significant, if the child appears 

to need stimulus, or will invent others. 
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ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
O PQRSTUVWXyZ 

FIG. 41 

CAPITALS 

The capital letters of our books and inscriptions have a longer 

history than italic minuscules, for not only do the Caroline and 

therefore the italic minuscules descend from the capitals of 

ancient Rome, but the Roman capitals, such as those cut exqui¬ 

sitely in stone on Trajan’s Column (a.d. 114), are not archaic. 

The antique classic inscriptions were studied and copied in the 

fifteenth century (as in our day) and consequently in the illumi¬ 

nated manuscripts of the Renaissance we find Roman capital letters 

which either derive from the incised letters or descend from the 

written Rustic capitals. In the writing book of Arrighi, however, 

there is a new version of the capital. Certain letters are written 

with flourishes, as may be seen in Plate 9. These are known as 

swash capitals (Figs. 42 and 43). 

*.CtX}JJL0S7UVWyZ 
6.3V7KMMNPQKT 

Xy c.AEftf 
FIG. 42 

The classic letters have proportion, which helps to give them 

fine form; e.g. the letters are not all of the same breadth. The D 

is broader than the B or P, and the H is broader than the E. In the 

alphabet shown in Fig. 41 the proportions are roughly related to 

those of the classic Roman letter but the letters are slightly sloped 
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Am Em Cm Dm Em Tern Cjnu 

Hem ImJmXimLcmiMm 

yim On Tm Q^%mScmTcm 

UmVmWmXnuM yamZjmj 
FIG. 43 

to accord with the minuscules. The alphabet is a simple one and 

so serifs are omitted. The relationship of the proportions of the 

letters to those of the ancient capitals is not as important to young 

children as to adults. It has been found that children of ten years 

of age enjoy adding a slight flourish and adults generally prefer 

the swash capitals and therefore the second alphabet is given in 

Figs. 42 and 43. 

The Roman capital O is circular, and there may seem to be an 

inconsistency in using letters that do not conform to the elliptical 

motive of italic minuscules. When writing, however, the minus¬ 

cules, assisted by the slight slope of the infrequent capitals, have a 

unifying effect. In any case, if this seeming inconsistency is felt 

to be unacceptable, no more is necessary than a narrowing of 

letters such as C, D, G, O, and Q. 

Capitals do not need to be as high as the ascenders of b, d, h, k, 

and / (cf. Fig. 29). 

The downstroke can begin above the body of the letter in mak¬ 

ing B, D, E, F, P, and R (Fig. 44). D, M, and N may be made 

without a pen-lift if one has a light touch. 

'b'bttt'K 
FIG. 44 
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THE HORSEMAN 
I heard a horseman 

Ride over the hill; 
The moon shone clear, 

The night was still; 

His helm was silver, 

And pale was he; 

And the horse he rode 
Was of ivory. 
Walter de la Mare 

FIG. 45 

From Second Supplement to Beacon Writing Books One and Two (Ginn and 

Co. Ltd.) Reduced 
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THE BEGINNING OF HANDWRITING 

The author holds that it is a sound principle in teaching hand¬ 

writing that one should begin as one is to continue (‘As I am to go 

on, so I do’). Therefore, according to this principle, one should not 

begin the teaching of italic handwriting by the use of print-script 

since it is based on the circle and the vertical stroke and not on 

the ellipse and the slanting stroke, and also because it is no pre¬ 

paration for cursive penmanship. 

Print-script, a simplified form of the roman letter, was intro¬ 

duced about 1916 by education reformers who ignored or had not 

understood the lesson which history had taught, namely that 

because of the numerous pen-hfts the roman hand is not poten¬ 

tially fast, whilst italic, its cursive counterpart, certainly is, and the 

forms of italic letters have been developed by speed. What should 

replace print-script (‘ball and stick’) is therefore an italic print- 

script: i.e. a simple italic. 

Experiments have shown that a child may be started off with an 

italic alphabet similar to that which would be given to an older 

child except that it would be written with pencil, crayon, or 

chalk, and would therefore lack the thicks and thins of the edged 

pen. Such a script is that illustrated in Fig. 45. The teacher of 

infants would generally wish, however, for something simpler to 

begin with, and therefore the alphabet in Fig. 46 (which is the bare 

bones of the pen-written italic alphabet and one easier to write 

abcdefghijklm 

noparstuvwxyz 
FIG. 46 
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than that of print-script) is suggested. The child can progress from 

the script of Fig. 47 to that of Fig. 45 by stages, the first of which 

would be the addition of terminal serifs as shown in Fig. 48. 

THE HORSES OF THE SEA 

The horses of the sea 

Rear a foaming crest; 

But the horses of the land 

Serve us the best. 

The horses of the land 

Munch corn and clover; 

While the foaming sea-horses 

Toss and turn over. 

Christina Rossetti 
FIG. 47 

From Beacon Writing Book Two (Gittn and Co. Ltd.) Reduced 

adhilmntu 
FIG. 48 
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All the above relates to italic minuscules. The capitals of print- 

script are not rejected, but would be more fitting if shghtly con 

pressed and, for example, if the O was elliptical and not circular. 

(Rg- 49-) 

Aa 6b Cc Dd Ee Ff Qg 
HhliJjKk LIMmNn 
Oo Pp QqPrSs Tt Uu 

Vv WwXxYyZz 
no. 49 

From Beacon Writing Book Two (Ginn and Co. Ltd.) Reduced 

The use of a simple italic for writing is unlikely, in the author’s 

view, to complicate the teaching of reading. 

COMMON FAILURES IN WRITING 

MINUSCULES 

Those who need to depend upon self-criticism may be helped by 

reference to the following common failures: 

a 

a 

The first bend at the base of the letter conforms to a 

wavy rhythm and is too round. 

There is a break at the head of the letter which should 

be closed. Such breaks may also occur in d, g, o and q. 

In the model these letters end flatly. They would assume 

these shapes, however, when followed by a diagonal 

join. 
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The ascender is too short and the second downstroke 

is too curved. 

a The second stroke joins the first at a point too far down 

the letter. 

The cross-stroke is too near the top of the letter. As with 

t, the cross-stroke is made not higher than the top of a. 

As in a, the letter has no narrow bend at the base. The 

tail is inadequate and half-hearted, and the letter is 

nearer q. 

The first letter is accented at the base, whilst the second 

is too narrow. 

The pen is lifted twice and the arches are angular. 

Though intended as an r, it is too near in character to a v. 

The cross-stroke is too high. 

The letters end with an unnecessary flourish. 

The letter is too wide. 

The downstrokes of letters should neither be the thickest nor 

the thinnest strokes which the pen makes naturally. If writing is 

woolly and not clean and sharp, then possibly the nib is unsuitable 

or worn, or the pen is held awkwardly and with its edge not flat 

on the paper, or the surface of the paper is unsympathetic and 

rough. 

It is not enough to form each letter as a thing complete in itself 

and without joins and to build up the words by good spacing of 

letters (as indicated in Fig. 25); for although that is necessary as 

a first stage in cursive penmanship and the result should have a 
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very pleasing quality, yet a developed cursive writing will hardly 

be fluent and satisfactory if the writer does not frequently tie up 

several letters at a time by the use ofjoins. Figs. 26 and 28 are quite 

appropriate, however, as final models for less informal usage when 

appearance is much more important than speed (cf. Plate 40). 

All too easily one may relate the rhythm of writing to a zigzag 

and it may be argued that the examples from the writing books 

of Tagliente, Palatino, and Mercator, give sanction to angles, but 

however narrow the letters b, h, m, and n, are made, it is preferable 

both for appearance and speed that the arch should bend over in 

a curve—a constrained arch but yet a curve. The narrow bend can 

be very narrow without being a sharp angle. 

Since handwriting is a system of movements, anybody learning 

a new cursive hand has to overcome the tendency of the fingers 

to move in accustomed motions by gaining command of a new 

set of superseding movements. This, of course, is every reforming 

adult’s difficulty. Those whose writing has been round or wavy in 

trend have to bring themselves to narrower bends. Plate 4 shows 

a script where letters are certainly not narrow but many of the 

bends are restricted as one would expect them to be in italic. 

Legibility is reduced when descenders strike through words in 

the line below. Indeed, Sir Sydney Cockerell held it to be of 

paramount importance that every hue should have its own ter¬ 

ritory, never to be invaded by ascenders or descenders from the 

lines below or above. Many italic writers do not space their lines 

enough, failing to recognize how much the secondary patterning 

of the ascenders and descenders in a good setting of white back¬ 

ground contributes to the look and the clarity of the writing. 

Economy in effort or movement may go too far. To some it is 

more difficult to write with a forward than a backward slope or 

to give a suitable height to ascenders, but for the sake of appearance 

the slight addition of energy required to correct these defects should 

be expended. The length of descenders is much less likely to fall 
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Common Failures in Writing Minuscules 

short, for it is easy enough to flick strokes down, and often des¬ 

cenders are too long. Then they may tend to restrict ascenders by 

taking space they should occupy. 

A check should be made that the pen is held so that the hair-line 

is about 450 to the writing-line; that individual letters are not too 

broad or too narrow; and that words are not too widely spaced. 

Other excellent checks are to confirm that the principles of unity 

and economy and the rhythmical patterning of italic are under¬ 

stood. 

COMMON FAILURES IN WRITING SWASH 

CAPITALS 

The commonest failures in writing swash capitals are indicated 

The maximum contrast of direction of strokes 

will strengthen the letter. That is, in the first bow, 

the downstroke should be crossed at about right- 

angles and the stroke should turn in to the down- 

stroke at about right-angles. This apphes also to 

D, P, and R. B and D have a flat base. 

A wavy serif is obtrusive and time-wasting. 

A sweeping tail is better than a curly one. 

A general tendency to use more curvature (and therefore to be 

less economical) than is required is to be seen in beginner’s capitals. 

In particular the flatness of the final strokes of K and Q are to 

be noted. 

NUMERALS, STOPS, AND CONTRACTIONS 

Even when some of the letters within words are so ill-formed as 

to be individually illegible, writing often can be read because the 

X-% 
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words as a whole make recognizable units. With numerals, how¬ 

ever, every individual number must be quickly and definitely 

recognized: there must be no possibility of error. Those shown in 

Figs. 24 and 50 are sufficiently distinctive to be unmistakable and 

are simply constructed. The numbers 4 and 5 are made with two 

strokes, all others with but one. 

i2ifs6jSCjc 

"()”<x 
FIG. 50 

Punctuation marks and a simple ampersand (the symbol for the 

word ‘and’) are also given in Fig. 50. The use of the ampersand is 

supported by tradition and economy. The simple ampersand il¬ 

lustrated here comes from the ampersand & (but is far from the 

Latin word et from which it derives). Another ampersands &. 

Many contractions of words might be used: in particular wd., 

cd., shd., and wh., for would, could, should, and which. 

PEN-SCALE 

Writing should have ‘scale’. Scale can be measured by the propor¬ 

tion of the pen-breadths to the height of letters (Fig. 51). If the 

height of an a is three pen-breadths there will be 

much flooding of letters. If the scale is more than 

six pen-breadths the gradation and contrast of 

strokes may seem too slight. About five pen- 

breadths or not less than four is the scale recom¬ 

mended. The pen-breadth may be related to the 

size of writing or the size of writing to the pen-breadth. 

ALIGNMENT 

The use of lines is either to teach or to preserve alignment. When, 

for example, an infant is first learning to write, it is too much to 
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Alignment 

expect good alignment: the formation of letters and words is 

quite enough to cope with at that stage. In general, when it 

becomes important to add alignment to writing-skill then, surely, 

lines will assist and can be used until the circumstance or the 

occasion allows them to be relinquished. A professional calli¬ 

grapher will use lines for his formal or set script but not in writing 

to his clients. Lines are restrictive of spacing, and certainly the 

practice of writing between double lines seems likely to constrain, 

by attracting too much attention to the alignment, as much as to 

assist, by helping in the adjustment of size, and is not recom¬ 

mended for the exemplar hands of this book. The use of a sheet 

with guide lines to show through writing-paper is sometimes re¬ 

sorted to, both by adults and children. Such a guide could include 

vertical lines for margins. In many lined exercise books the ruling 

is too close to allow room for the ascenders and descenders of italic 

hands. 

MANUSCRIPT BOOKS 

Where children have attained a speed in writing that cannot con¬ 

veniently be slowed down without hindrance to the teaching of 

other subjects, and where, therefore, there are objections to the 

introduction of a new system, much might still be done to bring 

discipline to bear on handwriting lest otherwise there should be 

progressive decay. Thus, the hands shown as models may be taught 

for the making of manuscript books, purely for the beauty ofhand- 

writing and the creation of works of art, and without considera¬ 

tion of speed. Manuscript books can be decorated by illuminations 

or illustrations, or can be free of such artistic embellishment. When, 

in such circumstances, this italic handwriting is taught as an art 

subject, the practice will doubtless tend to improve the hand nor¬ 

mally written by a contrast of standards and by the deliberate 

exercise. The interest aroused by the display of sixteenth-century 

examples and of contemporary pieces is often noted. 
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Because of the grace and clarity of the set cursive italic hands 

we now find versions in the repertoire of scripts of contemporary 

professional calligraphers, used both in making manuscript books, 

documents and advertisements. 

THE TEACHER’S AIMS 

Whether this system of handwriting or any other is taught, teachers 

are expected and will wish themselves to ensure that children when 

leaving their charge are not hurt in sight or health by bad posture 

and can certainly be relied upon to write neatly and legibly. These 

are the minimum requirements. 

A child can hardly be expected to write a good hand if it is not 

taught. The teacher who wishes to help and encourage his pupils 

to write well will be the more competent if he is himself a good 

penman. 

In Writing and Civilization, the foreword to the catalogue of the 

First Exhibition of the Society of Scribes and Illuminators, the late 

W. R. Lethaby wrote: ‘First, we—that is, everybody—should 

recognize his own handwriting as an art—an amazing art really 

—to be improved rather than degraded. This partly for its own 

sake, and also because it is only from a general interest in, and 

recognition of, art that any improvement in the forms of the things 

we produce, from pots to cities, can spring up. Common interest 

in the improvement of ordinary writing would be an immense 

disciplinary force: we might reform the world if we began with 

our own handwriting, but we certainly shall not unless we begin 

somewhere.’ 

REPRODUCTIONS 

The illustrations of italic scripts are from the sixteenth century 

or from contemporary sources. The frontispiece, Figs. 14, 16, 

19, 31 and 36, and Plates 9, 14, 19 and 20 are from reproductions 
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of models for handwriting taken from sixteenth-century writing 

manuals. These models were printed by wood-blocks, engraved or 

cut, with faithful regard to the character of pen-strokes and with 

astonishing skill. Plates 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, n, 12,13,15,16, 17 and 

18 are reproductions of actual handwriting from old manuscript 

books or documents, written with varying degrees of care and 

speed. Plate 7, for example, shows writing probably performed so 

quickly as to be a reproach to most persons’ scribblings today. 

After allowance has been made for such features, strange to most 

English people, as the language, the contractions (such as a q with 

a form hke a 3 attached to it, for que) and the archaisms (such as 

the long s, the r with a horizontal extension from the base, and the 

use of a capital R for a small r, and of a capital A like a flourished 

Roman a), then these essentially beautiful and vigorous sixteenth- 

century scripts will be recognized and appreciated as a legacy to 

be profitably utilized today. 

Attention is invited to Renaissance Handwriting: An Anthology 

of Italic Scripts, which has a large number of plates showing italic 

hands of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. This book not only 

throws light on the great variety of Renaissance italics, but is a 

good help to the formation of taste. 

The contemporary examples are by pupils at various schools, 

or by adults who have reformed their handwriting. The examples 

by adults are specially written for reproduction and accordingly 

may have been executed with rather more writing-consciousness 

and less freedom than is usual to these excellent penmen. The 

example by Miss Catharine Fournier (Plate 39) is, however, of an 

italic hand used only for special purposes and is not a careful 

version of her free and fast writing. 
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Sc grati^' ; forts pietatis 3C in f 

dulgrnti £-ferns coniolsmonis 

3c intercede; promo- s 

ante confpe&um dalcifTimi t 

■filij tilt; ur perfuam mapnam. 

m t fertrordiatn j : per tuantt 

faruftarn mtcrcefTionart. con 

cedar mtbt Ixdie; SC^iiomdt 

&/SC tn bora mortis rncr/u era" 

cordis contntionenr. puram 

cnnfriTioncm <e£ debitam ac 

condtgmm fattffa^oncm > 

nee-non farufttflitm corpons 

fan gum is fat dignam co% 

tnuntonem = SC mftneryite' 

tner' fa cn. olet uruftionem. 
^ j 

5c poff- mortem catn ftus * 

PLATE 2 

Psalter of St. Jerome written by Joacliiniis de Gigantibus Rotemburgensis at Naples in 

1481 for Pope Sixtus IV. (In the possession of Sir Sydney Cockerell) 

This formal book-hand shows clearly the relationship of Roman type to handwriting 

I {0 jo'cbe 'Stmko etl ufebto hanno akratnc' 
; tt quel luogo irtferpretato; mapercbepare^ 

cbe la loro mterpretatione nguanU a’quelle , 

che 1 greet dicono anagogteo, twin quefla $ 
parte, babbiatn uolutojeguitaflbeodoreto f 

PLATE 3 

From La Paraplirasi del flaminio tradotta sopra il primo salmo. c. 1545. British 

Museum (Hark 3341). A formalized italic book-hand of the sort described by Palatine 

as cancellaresca formata and in the style of F. Ruano 



T5 ' 'VtUvtia de l^atvs A^ntunus > 

f etiam Ctvra cvrca, ^a^Jcnbenda/; > vuel ocumwo / 

nluf Inf annofpnuUs uoc^{UtAunn necffd / 

riAwm ■ quod partmj jrro vwlmvtate’ cmuf^ft 

^artim uju bropno : et objcrtuitumt comnuumf, 

nam^^^ud. uttcres -crwyn tMus -notowvnn wulluf 

ifct g fcnUndt fucultwtzm -rnapcmvo in Sevuvtu 

qm oAercmt in jcnbendo .'m cdmftr diAjfa cam , 

jnxhznAenrernt qvubcdunn waba ' at quo mormrux 

(pc c^m nm'm amferitu ^rt'ymf Imt vuytubmvtivrJ 

&C Swqriilf lottery, qmd wt ijorum / 

J)tu orcwvtqwod in latwvuntbitf jmontnnt'vviJntA^ 

letjihuS jriAbltcif . jorvtvji cumprownotryi^tw ; 

itMrtAq^Cvwt ho Uvrtf ctutm n/wyic yvianet 

qua4 ndta/turnes jmbhcds aocecUt jludioritni wo 

Imvtzos : tt itoittttjaifpuf7 jumt liWYts notaf jnv 

uolunfatt I'ufnaret quaf xonijrnhevidaT mjinttd , 

cjl. jubluf jaont- tenendf junt c^u<u m nunmrnt ' 

tvs jUvnvnts et Infcrrutrmn Ubrtf fcocnfqu€ju 

bUcbf rejertmvtwr ■ ut S tputtiwy - 

PLATE 4 

Sixteenth-century Italian manuscript book, a catalogue of early Roman inscriptions 







ct {yaMm ., .u'cut in fsm6 prateccejJoyis i rk sub p 

us o ccui'vicnt; propterc-sup tn loco furnefiy pwidth* 

i mrUUifvk twvrnmm Hut ad nnfcrlco rduaan c&w 

yo -ycyuL dtfmftfe Scpefoiposse ■ H os vn hoc tawp{ 

hi/m, dinn vn zyitYarM a^erctr, ctrafxrmnt ntewwt, 

alt pvmpa, (jicrt h(i utd?(vfuY, ad cCt'dfaw cuuM: 

i IL icsvYcLo L ordmvicn $ cu alien kpo per ft clif 

tnu ct etnfurar^ IcujunS ax yitdik ad fmne efp 

pcnUxmtuV, cjuawt advmplcvt ftnewis • N kid < 

[0 TiieAjxnis die ■ oefsiy- <• fitoutw^rif■ M-T>y/W:■ 
PLATE 7 

Part of a brief {damaged by fire) from Leo X to Henry VIII authorizing the removal 

of the body of James IV of Scotland to London and its burial in St Paul’s. Rome, 

29 November 1513. British Museum {Vit. B.II) 

h ad auMtumt auw tfic chmm mcedenimt. Hm 

'i mentispfacm w omnibus cufimun siciu consueu 

< tud cauto, cm rem font tantce cum Meperiftf-m 

% Mat mi a nobis, mm'ctj; Mte per ten tufa ,ne ad do 

{t, fits jm semper vobrs pbaeere pmrUtm nobii tiiuti 

ssc,7ejy onmJuMb etamore hortamty, vt Mbim'} 

fore. quod ucipUnuis a Cpr^iutt (onfejmtisfmntni 

vis 4ie y iy -July - m <fi sdy i y ■'Votuffitatus 

Part of a brief {damaged by fire) from Clement VII to IVolsey on advocation of 

divorce suit to Rome. Rome, 19 July 1529. British Museum {Vit. B.XI) 



LITER A DA BREVI 

Jl a C ifv Cm noj>q rsjtt u xyz 

«*: JUrmXntonm fonm: ~ 

rp icrij'vattSj (<wd‘mJioj>miJhi rntmtur, 

XmxiftCuioJb'o cCdif. 

Won fort f)oc,iifoij>irtte (autfandk (orytifo 

(fojfmt (wfoivosjorfm tiftrtj? mutt-, 

rb detisjdtim nijs mum, mquof, et jftis 

fffd Ms, im ms mCti&JnxctJiMMs. 
/ 

J-Ans b [c<d i> £eJ<e gJjJtIhJI 
K^LlJUmcKN O q^K'TLS 
So- T'ZJ V'V ^qc^l 

Ifwkuim<vmrfinuiJcriCckt p^omJ mo 

JoCutis m dxxiii 

Dilcfto fiho Ludouico de H enrich hico 

Vicenciofamiliari nojlro♦ 

PLATE 9 

From the uniting book of Ludovico Vicentino II modo de temperare le penne 

Venice, 1523? Victoria & Albert Museum 

The first line and last two lines are printed by type, the remaining lines by 

engraved blocks. It will be observed that j, v, and 1 v are missing firom the 

alphabet at the head o f the page 



From 

hi 

cham c^uc a(<o trtbuoift fcnfit. cvmmee> 

ran. ut emm iffic commemorate. ihi fnc 

rcddita (audit commendaho efl 

13 c A QYiocutnto Gtf(a . 

v uiifc1 lam fjtuc A (jn^entmd 

^3 Gdham efuem yroyemodum ty 

J(us ii(ocra(itaht ^rcccordia- cvnjTat (a 

buijst'. crat ctttm ojuhuf cjccvdcnt Jed t 

muftv eftfltn ammo - cjuam diuttijs (ocu- 

jflehcr. jcmj>crij} rn croamida.' to hair am 

m contra (jetida jtecunta occupants a dee 

ut domus cius cjuajt cj turd am nuwijcr 

hx ojjcma crederetur. tffttic emm ju 

((cat uftCuf aj>ni' mom men to. cytrutha 

tar. ([fine pobufi ocufts Jj>e<f fa 

cu(a> edekantur. dime ejutfamm maam 

Jici aj>j>arahHt, (i(cnhcj5 ammo andotue 

Jutydya trdiAcmtur1 ct cum (><*c urn 

tier jit l>naahm afimmtw niojua (ah •ora 

PLATE 10 

Facta and Dicta Memoriabilia by Valerius Maximus. Written before 1516. 

the possession of Mr Frank Allan Thomson. Probably written by Arriglii. 

Page size x 5$" 





p.. A dll ip'- fnnporegnjiih a 

unci co5d alcuna park 

C LEANDRO SOLO 

5 CENA, SECOND A, 

Cnmierite 

-soldati fien (gcuam: Ic donne uoglmo che i loro 

am ante noti smo ueccbt: B ruttn cotanedcre tin 

tieccbio sohktv, bnittisfiina Lucdcrlo itincttwra 

tv. 1 foldtttt [mono lo sdeotio del C apitano-.gh <i 

manti non ninio ijuello dclle lor donne: I Soldati 

dormono interna alio scot>ertv:gh amatiti infer 

mortccnioh: t Soldati ferseojiano in fine ad t/iortt 

tier ttittiici: oh amanti ilor rtiutlr. i Soldaft per 
o 

lit obicitra nottv nelptii qehto Vcrno iianno per 

:i fmtoo exiwtt allc aca etauenttipcruincer/ 

PLATE 12 

From La Clizia by N. Machiaenelli: c. 1525. Colchester and Essex Museum. A set 

italic hand in the style of Arrighi. Paper. Page size p" x si" 



1 N PS A LMVMDQMI 

NENE IN F V R O R E 
T V O . Q. V I S E X T V-S 

EST ETSVPIR 
O C ' T A V A M IN 

C A N T I C I S 
I N s C R 1 

B I T V R, 

TSI C A V SAM 
habcc/iu/pent in tc populus tutu tin/ 

trn> mjfcncordia tun conjdat / non 

tatnen jitfunJbe cngi memopotcjl ant 

debet / ut injolcnsjafhv tuam nccjua> 

p ampluis uijhtiam uereatur Jitdard, 
tt ctlgcrc ilium ntegit c/L m labor/but, ererumnis / die me- 

tttj, Htrfari/utfeipsum tmi pc ret mi proportionem an tin/ 

ad corpus/mentis adjcnfua duunitatis admortalitatem/ 
Jpiritus adcarntm augcat / ct iujhj]imumjurorcm tuuj 

aufupat Jta emm homo gradanm / mum ufaucadofht- 

ajtfimum urn annum projiaendo peruetwie( ultra ejue 

non efijaalejilum product) maximum utrtutts roburjo- 

lidamp tntritorum maonmtdinemJibi comparaf?dmtcl 

liget. Qua ij it idem jue condi non is partaJlabilitntt/diui- 

JpietatisJubeeu firmamentum, txueluti aprrmojen- 

Juurn tphantajid'/ ratunns.ct mtrllelhu quadratv/penm 

tendons duodaim Jdti gradus Jexip uirtutum paritvr\f 

cxcellcntiam/ tancpper comunthjsnna media / UJlrans no- 

a i . 

PLATE 13 

Expositioofthe Sixth Psalm. Cristoforo Marcello. 1523 Vatican 

Library (Vat. Lat. 3643). Writing attributed to Genesins de la 

Barrera 
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i 

^L^fte'tntmjcjb (ffgreyo Qttore>)cGe’Q' Qtftr/C mt' 

ccffarejcft/ffmo cfc Mrk;iot%sl comXya liefer 

offer urlih/tpifft/, ft'amfi to wim ccmmmrcp 

f'artt'j ILtyerJirtisjitUon/(&cm ajtihjfe/mut^ 

forget cmwutltmXo fo fentto (pKfrtp'afnX 

J / - /f f r \ 
'(dtioiif if (mere [ftjmfmfaMo i'iyaretre/ 

offer wt fa remfa ft fottoicntto jffuhiwcto : 

JJr .rr 4r. C C J i 

.r.s.Ctii, 

in-n-o.yji. 

PLATE 14 

Page from llie writing book of G. A. Tagliente Opera die insegna a scrivere 

Venice, 1524. Victoria & Albert Museum 

The difference in the two hands comes from a difference in the angle of the pen’s edge to 

the horizontal (sec page 65). The pen-angle in the upper hand is from 450 to 500, in 

the lower hand from jo° to 350. It is interesting to compare these exemplars with the 

freer script of Plate 7. The hands shown above are perhaps too angular for onr eyes, but 

the angularity is partly due to the inscriptions being printed from a wood-block 
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njdtfmn mJlormy vd<?r jif,ike's tfomc theJ,VU fAr,jM„c- 

Jor bitlnr Vtmfli-Jo M 7 moj} tisifc 4vj»iot’) i« mj^n/orlmi 

cnntuhi n ihnrdp jilukj ifownc' lUi (uiJnilis oj'tnj ipfjafo*. 

nti lb Iriljl dyt nnj t(wl Iif Iroblijmi y/mts hunt' rtjinlje 

mi inLwnrrlc'. fa n pSnhl ^mtii W lm«K mcjerWndih, 

tny /jnxc'n •, Jwo Si if oaejusns mend' mi mud nm I 

(mid tit out hr iL iiimttl join Jimfit 

Milt lit otMr ticfinlWcr fi) my •Up' hmi'ij* > *'"1£ 

c0; I «*>;r^ ■; 
Ur lL f^dtrUt of J«r M,d »»«»i/« 

Willl 

p. jtarti 

Lt >■•■ - -•-jr , 8 J . 

clnmtr j Of «Jf U" P“f J 
Jolktf WJ : 

io jirird jenr gratis giorfmf, vrtcb< 

om ncl 

**?«>?,y -7; si: w iWi-mii oh 
»^ hoot iU.j 

,(c^ Lv lilt 
■trufl . 

'W4M 
J”Jrj&T iuJUi mu«tU\ 

W.f HcamandiminiO hnfi nf / , mtniv ■ ' 

: ^y^/ir mmiUtif h>! 

h cotwin 

PLATE 18 

Letter written by Princess (afterwards Queen) Elizabeth. 

(Reduced in size) 
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PLATE 20 

Page from the writing book of Francisco Lucas Arte de escrivir. Madrid, 1577 

Victoria & Albert Museum 



- 

T\w Discontented 
Blacksmith _ 

t_ 

Theme lived, once in India a blacksmith 
L who was never hobby He complained about 
L this thma and ccmbfamd about that, till his 
wife and0 hh friend/and his neiahbors were 
tired out with, and the aods ware tired 

L out with him, ho. 
One summer dan, when he went to work 

in his shop, he began to complain, as. usual. 
It is ho warm/a dau Jo work and besides 

I am not welL I wish I could be a stone on _ 

the mountain. There it must be cool, for the. 
wind blows, and the trees am sham.”_ 

;_And a voice answered nm, (fo_thou and_ 

. be & stbne*.n_,_ 

-----Lansing._:_ 

For rest and food and loving (we, 

And all tkat makes ike world so fwr. 

Helj? us to do^ tke ikmgs we should, 

To be to Sms hi nd and good, 

i_ktallwc do,m ail wesay, 

To grow more loving every dag 

PLATES 21 AND 22 

Writing by girls of Barking Schools. 1938 



Tom looked And looked And liftened. 

And he wowU have \>un verj haj/yy, f k could 

onlj huve itcn the wAier-Uhies. 'then, when ike 

t\de turned he left the buoy, And swam round 

and round in search of them; lout in vaw. 

PLATE 23 

Writing by Carole Basdell, at age of 8. Brentside Primary School, Ealing 

Lullaby, met baby mine. 

.vyw sj)im tlve tkrmd so jim ', 

iatlver o’er tlve Imicj brlSyc a (jchcf 

Slwev hcK bay jvr dttle jdm. 

Pretty skeos witlt buol4& brujkt 

j(eep baby torn, sUcj) all mykt. 

PLATE 24 

Writing by Barbara Fellows, at age of p. Brentside Primary School, Ealing 



And dl the aty was gathered 
together at the dour, find he 
healed many that were sick 
of diners diseases, and cast 

out many deV'th) and 
suffered not the dents to 
speak, bemuse they knew him* 

PLATE 25 

Writing by Dorothy Marks, at age of 10. Brentside Primary School, Ealing 

t(e s cuv groat Men there, mth crowns and 

their back, who sat m the middle of their 1ml 

saw ‘Torn oonmj, shook them so just that, the 

men he. saiv twyris, brown, cm) grey, md cjre 

1 me snahgs, and would simg fim: but they w 

1 is he, an} shot cum/ into the heath, fyd tbu 

saw a fretty sight - a great brown sharf-me? 

tag to her brush, and round her, jour or jm 

PLATE 26 

Writing by Jean Deboimatie, at age of l o. 

Wood End Junior Girls’ School, Ealing 



Then up rose firs. Cratch#, dressed ouK bud 

bravely m a twice turned gown'but bright 

m ribbons, which me cheap and wake a 
goodly show for sixpence; and sHe laid the 

cloth, helped by tielmda Cratch# second of 

her daughters aho brave w ribbons] while 

Master Peter Cratch# plunged a fork wfc> the 

Saucepan of potatoes. 

PLATE 27 

Writing by Carole Wells, Brentside Primary School, Ealing, when aged 9. (Reduced) 

(jod 14 mr refuse and strength, 

a- very present help m trouble. 

Therefore willl we not fear, though 

the earth be removed, and 

though the mountains be carried 

into the midst of the sea,. 

PLATE 28 

Writing by Carole IVells, when aged 10 



Carole We lls. 7iye 12 years■ 

How sweet the momliyht sleeps upon this batik! 

Here will we sit and let the strands oj- music 

Creej) m air ears■ sajt stillness and the myht 

'fiecome the touches <j- sweet harmony. 

Sit, Jessica. Look how the jluvr trj heevren 

Is thick inlaid with jiahnes cj briyht yold: 

There’s not the smallest orb which thou behotd'sl 

-tut m hts motion like an anyel stays. 

Still cjtdnny to the yenmy-eye cherubim; 

V. 5hahesjeare 

PLATE 2p 

By this and the lino previous plates the development of a child’s handwriting is indicated 

(Reduced) 



ThiLarks 

WiMmn ShMusjmeS 

Lo! hm theflwtie krk<tmry o^mt, 

Frm his nuristf cabmt nurmte uj>cn‘ 

And mikes the nurm^,Jrm whosesUnr 

breast? 

The sm ariseth m his tnyjestu; 
Who Mv the hwU so alormsM beheld, 
Jhtf cedar-tops and him smi burmM 

flold. 

PLATE 30 

Jonathan at age of nine 

With the pedlar - mm I shmdd Mu tv rmm, 
And wrifo a bwL when I ornrn hem; 
All the jjmle wmld read nay bmh, 

cJust Mu me 'Travels vf Caphvm Ccvk! 

PLATE 31 

Richard at age of eleven 

PLATES 30 AND 31 

Writing by the sons of Mr Kenneth C. Yates-Smith of Frittenden School, Cranbrook. 

Mr Yates-Smith is the author of Italigrapli Handwriting (Philip and Tacey) 

(Reduced) 



ike c4yfdamhe 

dnjkr 

ofi, 1 satj, j>it isn't tfns eprifam !w 
trie/ Hmn Hmmr, wwwm 

i(ie bed'. ■ - v 

"'Ws, 'Jem, it is, onbj don't be too 

eroded, its three (fern vet* reviled i)'mm 

Jackson, survenim mr b br'M - eued sister 

anyiowsbj. ^ ^ u J 

“1 knew,” sUjwd Jean, "t\(wee dms 

seems smk a kmj time,” 

t(w two st&erSf or, ranker, adojted 

sisters, were qmle dijjjerent jrom< each 

other in some wms. Jean had dear-oWe 

Jvndwres with dark eyebrows dantdm brown 

eyes and short, straM, dark brown bow. 

She was the y major(oj the two mis, beina 

oniii 14# and was not venj carejid 

about tfnnjs, She was always t&armj her 

dotbes as sfvc was a tomboy and she 

Hm her sism r on 

PLATE 32 

Writing by Cillian Barnes, at the age of 10. Brentside Primary School, Ealing. 

{An original unfinished story.) (Reduced) 



icm ibbage age 12 HighgateJunior School 

This royal throne of kings, this sceptred isle, 

This earth <f majesty, this seat of Mars, 

This other Eden, demi-paradise, 

This fortress built by Mature for herself 

Against ufection and the hard of war; 

This happy breed of men, this little world, 

This precious stone set in the silver sea. 

Which serves it m the office of a wail, 

Or as a mcatdfensive tv a house, 

Against the envy of less happier lands*, 

This blessed plot, this earth , this realm, 

this England, 

William Shakespeare 

plate 33 



JeMfiymsive 'tc whirs leave thuv 

jnfijree ft fid tfu> jmn rf km<Uvrkyj 

that tuvtitlm kerf- dul wfW salft m 

ndmdud best may ivrf be Uyillc ft mother 

mi mu the first'fmym fimfij h tv 

CmmmUate, a stmeUrifirm h essewtUl, 

yjifij w mm fie fir ertfidUy tfm tfu 

iMvUaili' ertjlnaiU\j rj f tvs anal style. 

Am/ stmidrdfirm my be efuritn tfuujh 

italic, (V tic bdiia of ail Western.fir'ms ej . 

hmlm'ilM’ Jcem hmth* c^lu' 

M m tfu merest j tic yufi mi (jtkte 

wfu> wiU kM ft re ni wm tu writes, whlmr 

befit '14 durttn shmU be tmfi, mtfit 

fickd uj>- 

PLATE 34 

Writing by Air Chief Marshal Sir Theodore McEooy 



3 a, Castkbar RoacC, Ealing, W 5 

Perivafe 1918 

Ist Jam Iy ^ 

Ak\ dew Jmkhwlv 

1 have just rrimmed/ Jnrm widmtj hvt 

(chcrcrbs which twvcl'v italic- ha/nsUvnEnci, ami 
_ c/ r 

l have hew nhjfvhlj imptssed, time aj the 

vmhijaj kjjni) of tmivt b aftrm)hn^jhjgt/rd j 

ml cvl ike Jvrt}, nitfimP e/cej>Um , ih the 

cUiS t SCCW Writ ac heaved which is exmj, 

j incut owed/ Cewwkj ■ ‘ ihe Sec-cvui/ clws 

t riSvteE wees aj 'ewjambs who we kmnwjaj 

Italic cis thkr jerst' jmw fj fiMnhvrik'nj, 

cmcC the M-ivhcvtmwil} m thus exj>em/ncnla/l 

kwhinj — in this Jaidtmhw Silvrtf ttmj 

hwi j>a4sed/ ev\ essewtcak} fpfjwuC the 

MemrUnltih stajc — wi exerthj 

bmjcrbnwU- jar tht jwtmc jj Italec. 

J J Mtsevtr- Qo 

>(■ 

PLATE 35 

Writing by the late Joseph Compton 



‘Wcsturvd -Avenue, I‘TS VJ l CH, SujjvC(L 

lift. June l)S~-f 

(jbtar Uvbjdido'n/L, 

czrtfim(i you jor jr. (utter: 

ever since ut Just cayfowtei) imj y&idfjil 

(yCj ide itedd hunt) fius SMnifn! to me, die- mush 

ivortfi* iofuie m<n)d to jsllow. 

syjte)" alt, tflc Italian (foenniiMnce jui/v 

US rnucfi J wfiiit os biiol'U wvttfi * while m oior 

Cultiorwl lije tftiay Jf, italic is mtfiout question 

<\> SOim%r&j \'rten tr-xfitionaC WtH U’looiv tCud 

nwsytcfye't) dtryyeryfatc7 so &do\rd yJOMrjjlya^mto 

on wh. I unvj ' (wujfct uy ’ •. ]. V 

iTtfic j&cb tCud then -ned nil (k foe nyd 

Aa\ a)(rctpypcc to tile ■mdei -<fu>. Scmidtsyd 

mi\j comjsCicut J uicfoyj- cfnimoder A> ns soon 

cis iid Sonyt fosc-s ifa Jut sdj^ccmsciv-usness 

d is jm to dewwji into w sywhj A, Syonfomcou-s 

fiend). y ■? 
/own sonccvvlj, 

„_ 

PLATE 36 

Writing by Mr J. S. T. Trodd. (Slightly reduced) 



r 

10 fork Ktl.j 'Watfvrd, Herb, 

J Aj>ril Sf 

'hear fair banks, 

It was nice to fee arjrom vjmi after so lomj. 

A writina book- which-1 bejantwo tjearsOj 

aside wim the comnujoj- mj cLmjhttr tridjet^ l ktwe 

taken up ajam. 

As l have in some dejrtt amended rmj hand tv accord 

with what l conceive to he improved teaching points 

jin* rmj pupils, no douiht you wiliprtjer [as l slum tdj a 

more current pcample. 

yover book/ojjwi c. hands will bt^j-jrt at interest60 

should do nrnchjood. Wil(the impeccable btmho be-in1 

test wishes; and <t happij taster, 

Jowrs; 

^■jolm Morsdtn ' 

PLATE 37 

Writing by Mr John Marsden. (Reduced) 



/3&f 'Trey Avenue, r5rvvklyn }, WMf. 

ufjamary 1961 

'Dear Tin Tairfank, 

(Howfortunate 0 was tv see your Tlatv'nrrvtien out 

fy (Edward Johnnon! (felt to at the time, fat now ( know 

my Jmnfcye mon;for J've juff read (Pnstkllajohnlkn's 

fioyraphy of her father. TVhat a dlUyhtful food! And how 

much It tells a font that nmarkafle man- who wm there 

tv flow on ajlavne that 1/VUkhm, Morris handled, and 

eventually tv make Hath a lovely liyhti. 

Of h hard for us tv realize now how much m owe 

tv (oknthm. (tins look makes char the deft, ocylns us 

f(aides a wonderfully sympathetic flfhen ofa craftsman 

rvho seemed tv know (Firdf dhmys iwtiwtmly- 

'yours sincerely, 

Qvtkarme Joumler^ 

PLATE 38 

Writing by Miss Catharine Fournier. An italic hand used for special purposes. 

(Reduced) 



(JSPLENPIPIS LON GUM VALEPICO NllGIS C^VE me,0 Love, which readiest but to (fust, 

And tf)ourmy mind,aspire to fiujfier thinejs! 

Grow rich in tfiat which never tnketfi rust: 

Whatever jades, but Jaduuj pleasure bruujs. 

Draw in thy beams, and bumble alltby micjht 

To that sweet yoke where fastimj jreedoms be; 

Which breaks the clouds and opens jorth thelipjht 

That doth both shine andyjive us sujht to see. 

O take fast hold l let that lujht be thycjuidc 

In this small course which birth draws out to death, 

And think how evil bceometh him to slide 

who seeketh Heaven, and comes oj heavenly breath. 

Then jarewed, world l thy uttermost l see : 

Eternal Love, maintain thy (ije in me! 

iSirThilipSuhnv] 

PLATE 39 

Sonnet written in red and black by Alfred Fairbank. 1936. In the possession of Miss 

Dorothy Hutton. A careful script, without joins, written for mural decoration 



‘1 wd. stggtfl.. .tfuit theperpendicular upright, 

which is msec fa the modi j atisfadoyy whew 

one contemplates the Utters individually, is 

undesirable in & script, since any, even the-’ 

slightest, darinUonfrowi it is Unmethately 

deteded fay the eye, so that the scribe is almoll 

forced into that deadlyparallelism which 

mars so many 15 th century Cjothic ntanu- 

scripts. 'Where, on the other hand, there is 

asbyfyvt inclinationof uprights, Variety of 

movement ^possible without suyypfhnyp' 

too clearly the dy>arturcjrom a; norm. 

(Huger Try:from S. ?. £. Tmil no.yew 1 1, 

i‘JEjn^i^hHandnritin^, Oyford'Univpress, iyi6 

PLATE 40 

Writing by Mrs Sheila Waters, Maryland 



rfostudy the pnestscripts and models, to mhik 

the prmupies op italic handwnhny, and to asm aid 

jovdoersoneU standard, arc the mans fry winch one 

may develop) an eleyant md sateenoj italic hand ■ 

me standard or ideal mtl be mdivuiisaMy discerned 

subject tv whatever ideas owe has opejeccUenu, and 

will fre achieved throughjersonat, ske^ul capacity. 

Nfcessmhj it wdl fre opet at femes on quality fry the 

demanding jntssan op ti n occasion and the rapid 

passage op tmu . 

d he italic hand jots promise op frothpattern ^ 

Uyibibby ■ that a,it appeals mctthically and com' 

mumcates thought, dhrouyh ds hjatum it has 

the advantaye opprodumy a rhythmic nvfrddy that 

(udsjtneruy. 

PLATE 41 



CJetohers dwulk e^am/de! btiey 
thoiM wfaot tfvtJvimt mtrdds, itwmjfaty 

imhorttm) them arid he Me b (UmviAfvafa 

jivm JmcMy. c7fo retjurm fatfej>nvefra/m 

M ftvtmuU 5tt.9)if 

devcidtb • die ttem} i* dr wbUUy b 

dMcew) fwu} amendaU. CalUgirrifdiu 

Omjwfemt rtsuUiJrm aftfduaMm m} 
dcftYryun a/ujm, Mi} dcvnandA tve sjrtuoU 

dfo- 

ttucAevi cfwildy cmiiMiffmM thnt 
aMbbuLei owb oijffcur'Jb <mMM(MAvcMvj 

MAfrwcf-vm emit cndwtAtaAvn- thawuder 
It wtoeuary m a jvft fum} bub a teachers 

fmb art rnbjw the s Mends — who did 
be brm^fvtJ>aMbnb(j b five stcye when 

dvej mtoy^jnrjbcUiy devd&J) /hew- own ! 

PLATE 42 

Writing by Mr Lewis Trethewey 



ii O'^nrr i 1/J 

yyuz+i 

'Wtffrm. Worlds fafics 

+j -ruHr jrt btnjmd ; 

ov^nvj1t-u*-J)n*eivt unwmuiv to Mic- 

iia+fy-urn ^coY^vjUttx, Jn, 

tin 1A-S A, atcpjj-fa*vc* kaf 

Jrtmv 

fclunrtf, n‘ftr iclirvti 
/ 

cplltjjtfj ft> kowt fnw+u&'td a arrfitrf— 

Jvr~ that*hajtjHty- ftfrj- ^ 

■whirls ifaitc’s f r rnvlt'tpAirtfhiy^ 

sk<U( h**v -rvu&T A 'jyrtjjhrt erj1- 

' Vo i -urn# 

«**/ 

PLATE 43 

Writing by Mr Paul Standard, New York 



^bt<vr^Alfred/, (Jfeebidtejcry IvancUirntung 

crmes tvi cvM\{ryn#Hfc oj- trutfr, wk#n/ 

trwefvrgefo the pens, the paper, the 

hcuui/, but suddenly is wm-v cf the 

wvrds tvi they mAgvaUly appear. 

'thCi ewruhmtwb awd reward/ MAy 

be O/Uny tirve hv c&nvng, but wh&V 

ot does, ewe ksurws. 

/best wishes, 

AdJUiryMfrninp) 

PLATE 44 

Writing by Mr Maury Nentoy, California 



jju>uU/ hmtLtri/tmtj i)e/loctudi^ul ad wcAI/oa oLmP. liwrt 

ft Oj tUjwjer ^ J-cmcimms va a, hmjl jjt/ m 

W) d ciMivafabjUjlc/: Cdlhjryky ro^Uanj cmrm^oatm. 

A Atanud id j>etjs the ctvLj j)Uoe 

ltl/We, the Ycwdww hvaAj safely loMm\o the/ YnesiOje. 

Jet to d IwUdntbn hcament, rmsj mh Medium 

julthj JJ Cdih other. oljecdvdj/ the, Wtsa^t 

jhouU rwum imoluh^ed,- A# \k Mtw& tjvts 

ih& CMe tmkit) b\j the, tirvtzr, atui the, Uirifontj tn turn 

htdzd&i the, mjt ^ the, mossaje JV\ cmh juamive, 

trader. Aft edfajfr to w\fct beairfJMy w^msea 

the untsr'j I'j that the Ytadvr ftmj he tjaeje. 

PLATE 45 

Writing by Mr Bruce Barker-Betifield 



( 

' VV/tat pleasure is (ike tde pleasure of pen and ink,, 

wden you art in tde dcart oj it, said tluaketd 

Barrett 'hrownwg - 'To be rememkered: — T& 

Ckmese cadligrapdcr lju ,wdo danced before (tit 

emperor wden asked to write, ‘fateH, moistening 

dis long brusdes, How fu dijyptd and splasdtd! f 

'tde jtd'Qntury {fad strike: ‘pleasant tv mis 

tde glittering oj tdt sm upon tke margins, because 

itjdukers so ' Cgtorge Sand, ‘ tnvtlopedtn smoke\ 

dir fit starling on dir sdnddtr j 'Virginia VJovlj 

on a wet Sunday : ‘{ can t help distorting mystfj 

on tdti jree blue page ■ ’ Sdt admired tde writing oj 

lliiaketd l, ‘btaubjuC and elegant as tde wards 

oj tde wuterjdy on smovtd uratirs - ’ Md 

Tldkiam Timer tdougdt 'Virginia s own bund 

1 sdarp, delicate and rdgtdmcad as her own prose. 

PLATE 46 

Writing by Mrs Margaret Horton 



PLATE 47 

Writing by Professor Lloyd J. Reynolds, Oregon. (Plate 21 of his Italic Calligraphy 

& Handwriting. Pentalic Corporation.) 1969 
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CbemMryfJo/klmdJo 

Jjujowt, if seems to mt, is dnurtas important 
an vmreiiiewt insert klterwitiM as the 
pmUty of the hand itself, 

ndthowtsome thoiyht hoimy trmywtn to 
the arrangem ent of the cempomUpartsof 
the letter...the address,df^yahtatm Se, dost and skruuwe, even a ka/udftd 

vpM ttrulto mdo undtsfuyiMskd > 
(ovmrstly, an ordmanj had} with proper 
layout willpredate a Utter with a very phasing 
aspect, yfew mimites^estya time 
rfwtn onMj w mtoiMa/inmO aetv manpjims 

tmt well spent. 
j somehyrus(wixkly write the outside address 
smrdtmssonapuuyfscratvk paper before 
addressvuytke envelope. layout; to me stems 
well worth the effort. 

J yours sincerely, 
f.domirs 

PLATE 49 

Writing by Mr Arthur L. Davies, Colorado 



C2S&3-T ZMr "Svwrlmk^j - 

^lAfkr ikt mmtmj op 

fht IdfM-jvrm, ike mnmnj or ounwo 

elmmt m hmdunvtim is fhtnwsfr? 

impertmfc. It heps tfilwntmj fmo 

hcmmkj too sdjwmcwus mdtrmjs 

^(jmeo, style cw/d'joersmaltp. 

JLd ijourhemot rmr adpstwLJ 

pn cwn/wMo kte^rmj ymr letters 

wtjidwr cmd emsistmds. 

^fttOM 

>#ys he wrote, stmyjhtrp 

° * IjOUKS 

lines ddfmed-J 

PLATE 50 

Writing by Mr Janies Hayes, Colorado 



Jr mu]hr prove' useful to consider some ofs 

the formal tP infernal aspects of write not 

Just- ns the word implies, formal mntinj 

is done slowly tr carefully wth concern 

for copy boohperfection- /3Each parr of-the 

letter may he done nvith a separate stroke- 

/~Tfie resulting letters tend tv be q ui te stiff 

Jnfrmal •writeny employs asfew strokes 

as possible’ Very informal yvrvtvny be' 

comes a personal sc ripr(Joinsare used 

tv facilitate speed- Jtalic seems the only 

letter fern n suitable frsuch tnfrmal 

purposes- Jr remains legible despite the 

fains ePspeed- 

PLATE 51 

Writing by Mrs Jacqueline Svaren, Oregon 



Children use wrltrng as one of the 

means of Uarnwy; ami m 

^A/merica they generally begin 

with/ a print script? later 

changing to a commercial 

cursive? Often the change 

results in a great? deal' of' 

frustration due to the lack/ 

of continuing in Utter forms. 

Tortwnatekj, dtaUc provides a 

legible> graceful and indri 

vidual alphabet that cm be/ 

written easily yet beautifully 
by children and adults. J 

Jfopefully more and more schools 

will adopt J tulle as the basic 

script- brmjiny a lifetime of 

pleasure to those who writeri 

PLATE 52 

Writing by Mrs Barbara Getty, Oregon 



( 2) poor (kUar.J^yy-bauutL f 

2t is evit/mwfljjmj tv Uwyw that' 

a 'vww his turnrj-^ytrm~ mmvua/l is 

bevnj jurjownd. 2tjetmt tv sujge/tt— 

tkatjcjirvi haw jytu JujbpiJrtrvj1 a 

sUrnt'rnyoriky ivho^wiSjSistr^ 

Uw p^lwevt ctstftdanskrzjpj, aw 

S h k nay^wn^n^^ acrjuwnoy ajjowl 

hund. 

It ps tki hmsumiiiwia as )J)cct or na 
, . ■-> I kJ- , 
hmaMarvitrmj ivtuch wUi tnsnw i4~j 

swryvimA 2 trust pjtrpvr lomrJ^wiM 

cwitvmte tv cutn/blUh ask tlnast a btst 
♦ 

sm Uus basic ski 14 - 

2y/iTMsrS SVPlcmlu 
y ^y,c=T.& 

PLATE 53 

Writing by Mr Thomas Barnard. (Reduced in size) 
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(Plates, where referred to, are shown in bold type) 
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Infants, models for, 76, 81-4 
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Introduction, 13-16 

Italian Renaissance, 16, 17 

Italic handwriting, 
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Johnston, Edward, 14, 32 
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A Handwriting Manual 
ALFRED FAIRBANK 
This new revised and enlarged edition of A Handwriting Manual—for 

years a classic introduction to the art of penmanship—contains a series of 

new plates which show demonstration scripts written by a number of 

highly accomplished writers in the United States, Canada, and England. 

These additions add a remarkable and valuable feature to this edition, 

and give evidence of the international usefulness of italic handwriting, 

as well as of its grace and variety of expression. 

A Handwriting Manual covers everything the readers need to know to 

practice or teach good penmanship. The text, clearly illustrated with 

numerous examples and diagrams, begins with the development and 

characteristics of italic; and the essentials of good penmanship such as 

legibility, beauty, unity, speed, expedience, freedom, and control. It goes 

on to discuss the basic tools of penmanship and how to use them: pens 

and penholders, pencils, felt-tipped pens, chalks, paper and ink; as well 

as hand movements, pressure, and touch. Further chapters cover tech¬ 

nique; strokes, joins, rhythms, angularity slant, and spacing, as well as 

how to write capitals, minuscules, numerals, stops, and contractions. 

This edition of A Handwriting Manual will be especially useful to 

students and teachers, as well as the reader with an interest in lettering, 
writing, or graphics. 

'This famous manual ... it should be read by all those professing the 

slightest interest in lettering, writing or the graphic arts.’ 

Printing World 

'The most interesting, as it is the most practical, book in its field.’ 

Spectator 

'Despite the spate of publications on this subject, this one remains far 

and away the best.’ Society of Industrial Artists Journal 

144 pages, 100 illustrations, bibliography, subject index 
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1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036 0-8230-2186-6 


